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Summary
This thesis lias two chapters. The f irs t  investigates necessary conditions 
for a classical knot to be s lice , improving on some results obtained by 
Casson and Gordon. The method is to  study a Seifert form on an arbitrary 
surface in an arbitrary 1-manifold M. By analogy to the Seifert form of 
a knot, certain numerical signature invariants of the surface are defined. 
These signatures turn out to be bounded when a closed surface bounds a 
3-manifold in some 4-manifold whose boundary is M; this is the principle 
tool. I t  is used to study surfaces lying in certain cyclic coverings of 
a knot. A non-embedding result is given for 3-manifolds in 4-manifolds 
in which " 0 .
Chapter two is an analysis o f the Z ® Z cover of a classical link 
of two components studied by means of a generalisation of the Seifert 
pairing defined on transvers* Seifert  surfaces for the link components.
This enables a signature function to be defined on the torus generalising 
the knot signature function on the circ le . A new proof is given of the 
form of the Alexander polynomial fo r  a slice link. A proof of some of 
Conway's relations between link polynomials is givpn. And in §4, 
certain polynomials are shown to arise from links, showing in particular 
that the Torres conditions are su ffic ient for linking number two when 
the components are unknotted.

Chapter 1 Detecting Knots which are not Slice
1. Introduction
A knot k in S3 is s lice i f  i t  is the boundary of a smooth disc 
properly embedded in B1* . A Seifert surface V for k defines a Seifert 
pairing S^ r on H,(V) defined by l i f t in g  a representative cycle o f f  V 
using the normal orientation to V defined by the orientations of k and 
S3 , and taking the linking number with another cycle lying on V. That 
k is slice ensures the existence of a subspace of Hj(V) of half dimension 
on which Sy vanishes. A knot whose Seifert pairing satisfies this 
condition is called algebraically slice. Analogous definitions may be 
made in higher (odd) dimensions, and in this case the concepts of slice 
and algebraically slice coincide (L2). The idea is to convert a Seifert 
surface V lying in S2n+1 into a disc in Ezn+2 by doing embedded surgery. 
This works up to the middle dimension where the Seifert pairing appears 
as the only obstruction. Trying to carry out this program in the classical 
case means finding a set of g (»genus V) simple closed curves on V which 
bound disjoint smooth discs in B<‘ , and then surgering V along these discs 
to produce a s lice disc, la ^
Take a Seifert surface V for a slice knot k having 
these surgery curves', regard V as a disc with 1-bo.ndLtJ uA.cl)
these curves run, «-nd tie one of the Uo.odles into a knot K (without adding 
any twists) so that a surgery curve is knotted. The resulting knot k' 
has the same Seifert pairing os k and w il l  be s lice i f  K is s lice , indeed 
the surgery curves on the modified V s t i l l  work. However i f  K is not 
s lice one might suspect that k' is not s lice . Indeed one might conjecture 
that i f  K ia not algebraically s lice then k' is not s lice . This generalises 
a well known conjecture that the untwisted double of a knot (■ do above
2operation to a genus I surface for the unknot) is slice i f  and only i f  
the original knot was (algebraically) s l ice . In section 3, k' is shown 
not to be slice when k is a genus I knot with non tr iv ia l  Alexander 
polynomial for certain K. On the way an
obstruction is found to embedding (orientable) 3-manifolds in 4-manifolds 
when the nap on two dimensional homology is not in jective. In particular 
given n>0 there is a 3-manifold M which w i l l  not embed smoothly in any 
closed oriented 4-manifold W with 6,(W)<n and Bj(W)—0.
The existence of algebraically slice knots which are not slice was 
f i r s t  proved by Casson and Gordon (CG) using the G-signature theorem. The 
present results are obtained using elementary methods in sections 2 and 3# 
However a relation to the G-signature theorem is given in section 4.
dotation and Conventions
A l l  work is done in the PL category with local flatness and in 
dimensions ^4, or alternatively in the smooth category. Manifolds are 
compact and oriented, orientations are preserved everywhere. Throughout 
* is the intersection pairing on (singular) homology both at the chain 
level and on homology groups. ‘ is used for orthogonal(usually with 
respect to •) complement of a vector space, and A  is used for orthogonal 
direct sum. When complex (C) coefficients are used a l l  pairings 
(including •) are sesquilinear. An un-naffied map between topological 
spaces, or a map named i ,  w i l l  usually be an inclusion unless otherwise 
stated, u ,uij are complex numbers of unit modulus, V is a surface 
M a 3-manifold and W a 4-manifold.
Familiarity with the Seifert pairing in classical knot theory is 
assumed together with properties of the in fin ite  cyclic cover of a knot 
complement derived from i l ,a s  presented in (G). The numbering scheme used 
is s . t  where s is a section number within a chapter, t is a 'top ic '.
The same scheme is used independently for diagrams.
§2 Calculus of Signatures
In this section numerical invariants are obtained from any oriented 
surface in any oriented 3-manifold. The main result is the Signature 
theorem (2.10) which places a restriction on the signature of a closed 
surface s itt ing in the boundary of a 4-tnanifold and bounding a 3-manifold 
in that 4-manifold. The other main tools are the Additivity theorems 
(2.19, 2.20) which connect the signatures obtained by glueing together 
3-manifolds and/or surfaces in them.
2 . I Defin ition
Suppose V is an oriented surface embedded in an oriented 3-manifold 
M such that int(V) l ies  in int(M) and i f  S is a boundary component of V 
either S l ies in int(M) or else V i3 properly embedded in M along S, ie. 
Sx [0,1) — —^1 is a proper embedding. This ensures a normal bundle for 
S in M{ let i_:V-»M be the (-1) section of this bundle, the orientation 
of the normal bundle being induced by those of V and M. Define 
Kv«ker { i<k:HI (V;C)-*H1(M;C)} 
and define a sesquilinear Seifert form
V V  V *
by Sv ({a }#a,{B }«b )-ab.l.k (i_ )lia,B) 
where a.bcC and (a),(6 }eHj(V;F)
(linking number is uniquely defined between boundaries l-cliai«} w M) 
Given ueC with |w|"! define an Hermitian Se ifert  form
Su„V ,M! V >  V *
by SWtVy 0,B )- ( l-w )(Sv(a,e)-iHsv (3,a)) . 
denote the signature of this by o(io,V,M) and define 
T(w,V,M)-j ^ +{o(toe1C,V,M)eo(ue"i r ,V,M)} ,
(L i t t le  distinction is drawn between cycles and the homology classes
they represent)
42.2 Examples
I) M-S3, V is a Seifert  surface for a knot k lying in S\ Then the 
signature obtained is a well known invariant of k, independent of V.
I f  A is a Seifert matrix for k obtained from V, the Alexander polynomial 
of k is A (t )"det(tA-A ' )  see (G) p 24. Then o(io,V,M) is the signature 
of (l-<u) (A-taA') and is  thus constant except at roots of A( t * ).  Taking 
the average of the 1-sided limits ensures that l(o),V,M)-0 for a l l  u) 
when k is a slice knot, see (G) p 37, his definition of We w il l
write a(iu,k)«o(<jO,V,M) in this case. I f  k is the right hand tre fo i l  knot 
3| then a (e '^  ,k) ■ { 0 J01<tt/6
{ “ 1 101 —tt/6
{-2  tt/6<0< 11 tt/6
as is seen from a Seifert surface and matrix :
2) Given a knot k in S3 , perform 0-framed surgery (see (R) p 257) 
along K to produce a manifold we shall denote by M(k). Then M(k) has the 
homology of S‘ x52 3 , and a generator of H2 is represented by a Seifert 
surface + core of handle ( 0-framing ensures their boundaries coincide)
It is clear that Ky"Hj(V) for this surface, and that o(<»),V,M)»j(uj,k). 
Incidentally i f  -V denotes the surface with the opposite orientation , tUn 
o(uj,-V,M)«o (w,V,M) (the change of orientation transposes the Seifert form); 
hence o(iu,~,M) is not a homomorphism from H0(M). In fact 2.2b says that 
o(u),nV,M)-o(Jn|,V,M) for nr.Z.
3) M-S'xS2, V-S’ xS1, dim Ky-l and the Seifert form i t  aero, thus
singular (see 2,11).
54) V is a closed surface of genus g, M-VxS1 : then K -^O.
5) M=L a Lens space. M may be viewed as a solid torus T to whichPiM
a 2- handle is attached along a simple closed curve winding q times 
meridionally and p times longitudinally, and a 3-handle added to close 
the manifold. V“ 9T, a torus. I f  coefficients 2 instead of C are uted 
then Hj(V)/Ky (-Jf/pZ in this thesis) and the Seifert form has matrix
0 p 
0 0
6) M is obtained by doing 0-framed surgery along two unk.iotted circles 
a and b, in S’ shown in ( i )
¡22 . le t  V be the genus I surface shown in ( i i )  + core of handle a . 
Then KySZUgenerated by a and the Seifert form has lxl matrix (+1), so 
1. This manifold w i l l  he referred to later as fi . Now remove 
from n a solid torus neighbourhood of the curve g ( a meridian of b) 
shown in ( i i ) ,  and ra i l  this manifold
3
Frequent use w i l l  be made of duality in manifolds, and in particular 
the following consequences :
Duali ty Properties
For a compact 3-manifold M
( 1) 2nulli tyU * :H , ( 3M) — ►!! (M) }-fi (3M)
(2) I f  a,be ker II j (3M)— ►Hj(M)} than a*b»0 (• in 3M)
For n compact 4-manifold W
(3) Radical (• |H2( W ) H 2OW)—^ ( W ) }
(4) ker{i^:H( (3W)— *H.(W)) is dually paired to 
H2OW)/k#r{i#:H2OW)— m2(W)} in 3W.
6I t  w il l  sometimes be more convenient to consider another sesqui-
2.3 De f i n i tion
linenr form
defined by
I v :H2(M,V;C)eHn(M,V;C)— ►€
Iv (a,h)-Sv Oa,ab) where 8 : V) —  (V)
is the boundary homomorphism. Another way of thinking of ly  is to notice 
that in Mxl, I (a ,b ) - i_Aa*b • is the sesquilinear intersection pairing 
between 2-chains a,b £Z2(MxI,MxO) with disjoint boundaries, i is the 
iutomL'’-p*'i.sm of Mxl, extended from M using the product structure, and 
defined on M to bct^e outside a neighbourhood of V and taking V to
the (-1 ) section of its  normal bundle. Define a He.rmitian form by
l U,V,M(* ' b>- V v , M (8* - 8b>
and not« that o(u,V,M)-o(I „  w) because 3 is a surjection onto K,,.v
Ky has some additional structure; let X-cl(M-VxI) and consider the 
commutative diagram (for  V closed)
h2 (m. am— - * h2 cm, x )e^ f t l— >h2 (vxi ,vxai)
l8**8-
H( (V) • H,(V)
3+#3_ is the boundary homomorphism for the pair VxI,Vx3I composed 
with the natural isomorphism Hj(Vx3I)+Hj(V) 0 H( (V). Define :
(* Im A_)
with respect to «on Hj(V)
R ,, -Radical of S „  u 0),V,M w,V,M
2.4 Structure of
It  V and M are closed then
, i.
(1) y t y  so J^Ky ;
(2) The radical of • |Ky is Jv •
(3) V v . r f V . v . k S  i f  •
J
7Proof: i f  a eH?(M) g eKy then
■0 since $ is a boundary
hence Ky <Ly . The rows of the commutative diagram below are the exact
sequences of the pairs (X,Vx3I) and (M,VxI) the sequences are connected
by mans induced by inclusion.
3 «9
H2(M,X)--------- =------ ►H, (V) 9 Hj (V)
the intersection in V f$*A+(a )“ $*a as on intersection in M
t
->II2(X)-----^ (X .V x iT ) ----± ------- H (VxèT)JL.4yx).
excision J onto
(M.VxI)------ --------4i. (Vx l)— »H*- L I f  I
I V X 1
H j (V )
dim ker k • dim (j  ker k) ♦ dim (ker j  n ker k) t r iv ia l ly
“ 8 ,(V) by duality in X since
3X-Vx9I
j ker k - Im jî, by exactness
* Is m by commutivity
* ker i by exactness
- * v by definition
ker j n ker k ■ ker j o Im £, by exactness
■ £g ker m by commutivity
" Tm tgh by exactness
• lm f (3+e3_)ogh by comnjtlvity
now A+*3^egh hence Ly«  Im D+egh and because kev 3+* ker(S+#3_) 
i t  follows that dim Ly- rk(3+e3_)egh
■ rk f (3 +»?_)eKh because f  is Injective
hence 6 ( (V)» dim Ky ♦ dim Ly . Now V is closed so the intersection 
pairing on i t  is non-singular hence dim ly ♦ dim ly • 8j(V) 
thus dim Ky ■ dim Ly, proving ( t ) .
8for ( 2 )  we hove L v n L y
- KynK^- by (1) 
the last term is the radical of » I k^  .
For (3) suppose a £RU,V,M° V ,V ,M  then for S eKV
"■ “„ , » < « • “  ■ w V , » w l
’  ( l-w)Sv(a ,B) ♦ (l-w)Sv (B,a) - (l-u))Sv (a ,B> -  j ^ j r O V  
* Sv f8,a) (1-5») f 1 - < Z ')
the hypotheses exclude (1-u) (1-wu)' )=0
hence Sv (3 ,a )“0, and swapping a and 8 bives sv (a»8)“ 0.
However Sy(a,B) - S^,(p,a) <= a»B intersection on V. Thus 
for a l l  B eKy, so a eJv by (2), proving (3).
2.5 The Radical Lemma
Let p:Ky—-*Jv be any projection onto the subspace of Ky .
Then except for f in ite ly  many ou , p is in jective on R „  „  .0),v,M
Proof: choose any K'^ such that Ky *K' 9 J^. We must show that
*0) V MnR' Zer° excePc o^r f in i te ly  many oj. Let A be a matrix for
Sv ^(K* using some basis. Define f ( t ) -d e t (A - tA ' )  then f(l)»*0
because A-A' is the matrix of the intersection pairing on K ', which is
non-singular because, by 2 .A, J^-Radical (• |Ky). f ( t )  is a polynomial
in t and so ( l-ro) (A-uiA') is singular for f in i te ly  many values of ^ only.
This is the matrix of S IK' which accordingly is a non-singular W*v,M'
Hermitian form except for these uj •
2._b__Piecewise Constancy o f  n
a as a function of tu is constant except at f in ite ly  many values 
so t 9 a except at thpse values.
Proof: Let A be a Seifert matrix for the Seifert form S .V,M
M * ( l - t ) (A - t  * A ') is a matrix over F-Q(t) and Hermitian with respect
to the involution t -tt 1 of F. There is V eGL (F) such that PMP'n
is  diagonal with entries rational functions of t. Replacing t by oi in 
this matrix (oj not a zero of a denominator) and taking its  signature 
gives c(u>,V,M) which is accordingly constant away from the zeroes of 
the numerators and denominators of entries of P and PM?’ , giving the 
result.
2.7 Proposi t i  on
Suppose Vq and Vj are oriented surfaces properly embedded in an 
oriented 3-manifold M with 3V()«  9Vj and {V^} »  {V^Je H2(M,3M). Then 
there is another such surface V obtainable from both and V^  by a
sequence of (SO) Ambient Isotopy
(51) Adding a disjoint 2-sphere which bounds a 3-ball
(52) Adding a hollow handle ( j * x l J
Sketch proof (from (G) p 27.)
Construct mops PqiP j transverse regular at the point x
o f  S1 with p^ '(x ) -  Vj . The hypotheses ensure a map p : Mxl —"S1 
with p]Mxi »  p. i-0,1 . Again this may be chosen transverse regular 
at x so p (x) is a 3-manifold U with 3V ■ VQxO u 3V.xI o VjXl .  Now 
take a collar level-handle decomposition of U in which the 0- and I- 
handles are added before the 2- and 3- handlus. Then taking a level 
section of U nbove the 0- and I- handles & below the 2- end 3- handles 
gives the surface V, completing the proof.
2 .8 Remark in oriented compact manifolds codimension one homology is
representable by properly embedded submanifolds (with tr„i><U.e)
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With the hypotheses of (2.7) o(a),V0,M)-o((s,VI ,M)
Proof: Clearly SO and SI have no e f fe c t  on cr , so suppose that V' is 
obtained from V by S2. Ky, is larger than because a meridian m of the 
handle (“ attaching c irc le ) bounds a disc in V and so represents a new class 
in Ky, . This leaves any 'longitude' H running round the new handle 
( ie .  .nceting m once transversely) which may or may not be in K ,^ .
I f  u eKy then Sv (a,m)“0»Sy(m,Qi) because m bounds a disc disjoint from 
V'. I f  l  eKy, then without loss Sv (f.,m)»1 Sv (m,A)»0 and i t  follows
that irrespective of whether f. eKy, a(o),V,M)“a(w,V',M) completing 
the proof.
2.9 Invariance of O
I f  {Vq} “ {Vj} rH^(M,9M) but DV^foVj i t  is not the case that 
0(u ,Vq,M)-0(ii),V| ,M) necessarily. To illustrate this consider Op 
from example 6 of (2 .2 ), the closed surface V given has o(to,V,fl )■ ! ,  
however 6 lies in the normal bundle of V, and so V may be isotoped to 
V' meeting 30^  in Pxl. Then {V '-6x l } “ {v }  el^iOp.DOp) but because 6x1 
cuts u , Ky,-0 and so cr(ai,V'-BxI,0p)-0.This example relies on the fact 
that tt C Jv ThiB would
seem to rule out a natural interpretation of 0 (section 4) when 3Mi*0.
We are now ready for the Signature theorem which w il l  he our main 
tool. It is a generalisation of Levine's statement (and proof) of the 
vanishing of signature for slice knots (L2). A different version is 
proved in section 4 using the G-signature approach, which suggests the 
effect of  ^ m is not important.
2.9 Invariance of 0
With the hypotheses of (2.7) a(ü),V0 ,M)-o(ii),V1 ,M)
Proof: Clearly SO and SI have no e ffec t  on 0 , sc suppose that V' is 
obtained from V by S2. Ky, is larger than Ky because a meridian m of the 
handle (»attaching c irc le ) bounds a disc in V and so represents a new cl as 
in Ky, . This leaves any 'longitude' f. running round the new handle 
( ie .  .neeting tn once transversely) which may or nay not be in Ky, .
I f  a EKy then Sy(a,m)»0»Sy(m,a) because m bounds a disc disjoint from 
V ' . I f  l  eKy, then without loss Sy(£,m)-1 Sy(m,£)-0 and i t  follows
that irrespective of whether £ CKy, 0(u>,V,M)-o(ui,V' ,M) completing 
the proof.
I f  (V^}“ {V j } fH^(M,9M) but DVq^oVj i t  is not the case that
0((x), V «(T (ti\ _ V 1v. Tn i niiat-rahu ♦■Vii a onnei /lor O 
however 6 l ie s  in the normal bundle of V, and so V may be isotopcd to
V' meeting 9ftg in Sxl. Then {V '- f lx l } » {V }  eH^iDg.Dfig) but because 3x1 
cuts a , Ky.-O and so 0(w,V'-RxI,fig)»0 .This example re lies on the fact
seem to rule out a natural interpretation of 0 (section 4) when 9MjK).
We are now ready for the Signature theorem which w i l l  be our main 
tool. I t  is a generalisation of Levine's statement (and proof) of the 
vanishing o f signature for slice knots (L2). A different version is 
proved in section 4 using the G-signature approach , which suggests the 
effect of P(j y  ^ is not important.
from example 6 of (2.2), the closed surface V given has a(tu,V,fl ) »1 ,
that a c J,V This would
2.10 The Signature Theorem
I f  U is a compact oriented 3-manifold properly embedded in W 
a compact oriented 4-manifold and (M,v)-3(w,U) , then
! ° (u .V,M)-kj(W)| < rk(*|H2(W)) + dimiKy/R^ y M>
2nullity(j * :KV/Ru) ,V7m ”H1 (U)/i *Ru ,V,M*
< rk(.|H2(W) )  ♦ 6 ,0 0  -  d im {y R UiVfM> . A l io  
l°-(wJY,rt) + <r (W) | < e2(W) + Bj(M) except for f in i t e ly  many w.
Proof: Coefficients C are used throughout this proof. Given u) define
a Hermitian form (extending the definition of 1 ,, u)(i) ,V
Iu : H2(W,V) 0 H2(W,V) — >C
by ^ ( i a )  , {b } )- ( l-u ) ( i_*a*b-u )i+ . a*b) where a,b eZ.,(W,V). i_  is an 
automorphism of W fixed outside n nei ghbourhood of U and with i_| U the 
(-1) section ot the normal bundle o f U, the sign being determined by the 
orientations of U and W. To sen that 1 is uniquely determined suppose 
< b) “0 cH,,(W,V), then {b }»0  F H,(W,3W1 now i_*a,b eZ2(W,3W) and have 
disjoint boundaries so i_^a* b - i_ * (  * W  b} intersection in H?(W,Dvi)
- 0  since fb }-0  gH2(W,3W)
and so ({ a} ,{ b } ) »0.
The radical of the intersection pairing on H2<W) ia 
C "  Imf i^H jO W )—►H2(W) } so choose a sp litt ing H?(W)-C • A .
The exact sequence of the pair W,V is
H2 (V)—2-+ H2 (W) ► H2 (W,V) - 2 - *  H, (V)—i-*  H j (W) —*
which splits (non naturally) giving
(1) H2(W,V) - A A  (C «  B)
where 3; B-^ker i  (the orthogonality B< AX is possible because *|A 
is non-singular). There is a natural isomorphism
ker i s  ker (j*iH,(V)—*H,(M)> « ( ln tH ^ V )— ^ (M ) n ker H j (M)-» 11 j CW) ) 
pull back this decomposition via 3 to B giving B »D  • E , where 
0 ■ D 'ker and E" 3 '(other term). We may suppose that B was
12
chosen so that D • C - 1m {^ (M .V )— *-H2(W,V)} because A*H2(M,V)«0.
From ( I )  we get p ( I  ) = o ( I  |A) + a ( I  |B 9 C)U> Ur U
observe that i f  ?a-0 or 8b=0 then I ( { a } , f b } )  ** (l-u)+l-u>){a}*fb} 
that is to say I^ is a multipLe of the intersection pairing • 
and so CT(ljA) ** a(W) , also :
(2) C*O0 because 300 and ORodical(* |H0(W))
(3) C*D“ C because of the way D was chosen
(4) rk(*|c 8 E) "  dim E because ?E < keriH^QW)— ►Hj(W)} is
dually paired to OIm{H2(DW)— ^ ( W ) } .
We have the following situation,a Herraitian form -I is defined on C © D 9 E 
and C Radical(l |c © D) and E iu non singularly paired by 1 into C 
thus C (I |C ® D © E) * 0(1 Id) = 0(1 |C 9 D)U) h i1 It)1
Now o ( I  |d) * a(u,V,M) by definition of C © D hence
(5) O U J  - 0(W) + a(u),V,M) .
The idea now }s to get a bound on 0 from the vanishing of I
on a certain subspace. I may be singular so the appropriate result is 
that i f  the dimension of the space is defined on is d, the dimension 
of i t ' s  radical, R  ^ say, is r and the dimension of a subspace on which 
i t  vanishes is v then
(6) lo d ^ )  | < d + r -  2v .
Now H2(W,V) - A A. (C © D © E) so
(7) d ■ dim A + dim C + dim D + dim E
and R < C © D 9 E because • |a is non-singular. Notice that I  Id ® D
is isometric t0 ^  v M Ky ® Ky , let us identify via 3:D-2*- Ky ,
then undor this identification R < C 9 R  , , U 9 E  (recall R,, „  u isU ”  U,V,M U),V,M
the radical of S y M).  Using (2 ), (3) (with y „  < D) and (4)
R, * (C 9 RJ( „  „ )  n EA and hence
(8) r ■ dim C ♦ dim R „  -  dim EU),V tM
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As Levine ooserved.I vanishes on F = Im{H„(U,V)---- *-H„(W,V)} becauseU) L I
representative cycles are disjoint a fter translating one of them o f f  U
by i_. However there is a larger subspace on wni ch I vanishes :
(C ® R v M) + ker{F ——41. (V) 41. (M)}
{ i f  r eK k i ker j3 then I (r,k)*>S (3r,3k)»0 because 3r* 10,V,M U) U),V,M
is in the radical { identifications ! }  , and k*O0 because
C-Kadical(*|H2(W)) and k eIm{H„(W)- *-h2(w,v ) } }
The dimension of this subspace is
(9) v > dim C ♦ dim RJ>V>M + n u l l i t y { i , t ,M '*»,(U)H * \ %v>MJ 
to see this choose F £ F such that 3: F ^  (F) < Hj(V) . Then
3: ker {j3|F }=-4ter{incl*:Ky-----^ ( U ) }  (reca ll Ky»-ker{Hj (V)— *-H j (M) )• )
so dim (C ® R^  v M) n ker {j3|Fj}<: dim 3(C • R^  v M)  ^ ?(ker j 31F j )
the term on the right
3(C • V v . M )n  8ker j3|Fl
"  3Rü!,V,M 3k‘:r j 3¡F!
- ker{incl*;Ky-----41,01)} n R ^ y ^
“ ker { inc l* :^ ,v7M ~^Hl (U)}
and so ker j3|F,^3(C Í* R^ y M> n ker j3|FjJ
> ker{incl*:Ky-—41,01)}
because SOP
identifying * ttiVfM-*tt(VtM
ker f in d .  ;R ■41, (U)}* (u,V,M 1
* k#r ‘ * !KV/Raj,v7M 4, j ( u)/ iARb)tv (M} 
establishing (9 ). Putting (7), (8) and (9) into (6) gives
M V  I ^  dim A ♦ dim D - dim - 2nu llity { i# ^ — Hi, O D / i ^ y ^ }
now dim A » rk (• |CW) ) and dim D * dim Ky sc dim Ky/R  ^ y dim D - 
dim R „  , establishing the f i r s t  part of the theorem.U))V|N
Let a ditndtn H, (V) — 41 , (M) ft ker H j CM) (W)} then
n u l l i t y ÍK — 41 (U)} > nullityÍH (V) —41 (U)> - a
- i6 ,(V ) -  a by duality in U (tecali. SUM/)
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Therefore
dim " 2nuinty{Kv /R(j)t~  *Hj(U)/i#^ y M>
< dimK, -  B,(V) ♦ 2a ♦ Him R ^
< 6j(V ) - dim Ky/R^  v M since a < B, (V> - dim Ky 2'nd bound)
By duality in W * rR( ’ lH2 W^^  + nul l i t y ÍH j0 *0 ---->-H (W)}
> rk (• | H2 (W)) + a
this last because a < nu llityJHj(3W)----►Hj(W)}.
F inally by the radical lemma (2.5) except for f in ite ly  many u 
dim R < dim J <8 (M) , giving the third bound, and completingGO y V f  M **fc V i
the proof.
2.11 Defin it ion
A Seifert form on a closed surface is non-singular i f , f o r  a l l
except a f in ite  number of U) , R *0. Most of the examples are
u),V
non-singular.
•LJJL Bl-ñll?
The hypotheses of the theorem are equivalent to ÍVÍ • 0 fHjOi;!')
I f  KyMIjVV) and the Seifert form is non-singular, then the bound in 
the theorem is rk(*¡H,,(W)) which, as w i l l  be seen, is harp.
2.13 Examples
1) Let k be the right hand t re fo i l  knot, and suppose M(k)*3W and 
i^sHjiMik))----HljfW) is zero. Then either
( i )  rk C lM W ) )  > |
or ( i i )  a(W)-+l
This is an immediate consequence of the Signature theorem. However there 
ic ati embedding of M(k) into -CP2 such that the closure of one of the 
components, W say, of (-CP2)-M(k) has -Sw*M(k)| rk(* |Hj(W))■■ I ,
<j(W)«-i and i*  zero.
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2) Let W ^cl(SJx S '- B1*). I t  is well known that any knot k in S3« 9W 
is slice (ie bounds a smooth disc) in W , B r ie f ly  k may be changed into 
the unknot by changing crossovers; instead of changing a crossover, do a 
band move (chap 2, sec 5) round the crossover as in ( i )
The end result is a link as shown in ( i i ) ,  the components of which 
hound disjoint smooth discs in I t  follows that M(k) embeds in SJx S'
proind*el the ^***.**inj «J- the. JLlce «Use -s zero. However i* non-zero.
2.14 Exarni>lc
Let k be che reef knot (»sum of right hand ♦ le f t  hand t r e fo i l )  
and M(k) as describsd in example 2 of (2.2). The reef knot is slice in S3 
so a(ia,k)»0. Lot V be the surface in M(k) formed by a Seifert surface 
for k 4 core of handle. From fl1* remove a neighbourhood of a slice disc 
for the reef knot, and call the resulting manifold W)t then 3W|*W(k) 
and the Signature theorem aays *0 £ O' . Now attach two 2-hardles to Wj 
with framing zero using the circles narked o and b in the diagram, 
call the resulting manifold W, and M»3W. Then the surface V above 
l ies  in M and 0(u),V,M) * <*(<»>, le f t  hand t r e fo i l )  * +2 i f  la»-) ,
Ky ■ 2 2 ,B ( (V) * rk(* |h^(W))»0. I t  is seen that the theorem holds 
with equality and that the bound cannot be replaced by rk( • |H,, (W)).
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2.15__Corollary 1
Suppose (w*,Mj.M^) is a compact homology cobordism, then 
3W ’  Mj u M„ and this determines an isomorphism —►H^ (M2).
I f  Vi iE a closed surface in M. , for 1-1,2 and e 11^ (M^ )
and i f  the Seifert forms for and V0 are nor singular, then 
T(W,Vj ,Mj)* -T(03,V2,M2)
Proof: The hypotheses (+ transvers ality)give a 3-manifold U pioperly
embedded in W with 3U n PC * V. . Apply the Signature theorem to
(M,V)-3 (W,U) then 0 (w.V ,M) »  a (u>,V} ,M ^ ) + C (u,V ,M2> . The homoloRy
cobordism hypothesis implies rk(*|H^(W)) ■ 0, and that
r.ullityiKy----*H (U)}
> ¿S, (V) -  min irk H j (V . ) ----►Hj (M.) }
i
“ JB j (V) -  min ”  dim Ky }
i  vi
The bound in the Signature theorem is accordingly
J dim Ky -  2{j£ £(V ) -  min (8, (V. )-dim ^  ) } 
i v i  i i  vi
which con only be non-negative i f  B j(V )^ - dim Ky - B j(V0) -  dim
I t  follows that ¡1(w,Vj ,Mj) + T (u),V2 ,M2> | - 0, except lor f in i te ly  many 
Ui, and so by the limit definition of t , this holds for all u, completing 
the proof.
Example
The manifold M constructed in example (2.14) is not homology 
cobordant to #: 2S’ x SJ where K is the reef knot, for i t  is
easy to show that any surface in M( has zero signature.
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2.16 Corollary 2
I f  Vj and V? are two surfaces in M, without boundary, and i f  
{V ,}  “  (V ^  e^2^ )  and i f  the Seitert forms are non-singular then 
Tito.VpMj) - t (w,V2,M2)
Proof: apply the preceeding corollary to (M,Vt) and -(M,\’2) with 
W ■ Mxl, noting that T(o>,-V. ,-M2) »  T(W,V2,-M2) -  -T(u),V?,M2) 
completing tlie proof.
2.17 Corollary 1
Given n > 0 there is  a closed 3-manifold M which does not embed 
in any closed oriented 4-maniiold W in which 6j(W)»0 and B2(W) < n •
Proof: Let k be the knot in S3 which is the connected sum of n (right 
hand) t r e fo i l  knots, and define M to be the connected sum of n copies 
o f M(k). Then HjiM) has a basis represented by surfaces V. each lying 
in one oi the copies of M(k) in the connected sum. I f  V is any surface 
in M {v }  ■ £ n^{Vj} eH2(M) then the signature o f  V (being an invariant 
o f  the homology class) is
o(u>,V,M) -  £ o(w,n^V. ,M(k)) ( justif ied by 2.19)
-  I  o ( J ni ' ,V . ,M (k ))  by 2.26
if)
From (2.2) example I we have that C(e ,V.,M(k)) ■ -2n for 
n/6 < 0 < lln/6, so i f  ai / n. is non-zero there are u) with 
|o(u,V,M)| > 2n .
Now suppose M embeds in U. Then M separates W into two components 
W| and W2 because B|(W)"0. A Maypr Victoria argucment implies that
H2(M)-----(W^ ) can not be in jective for both l » l , 2 .  Suppose not
in jective for i * l ,  then ±M (the sign depending on the orientation
induced by W( ). There is a surface V in M with (v )  j* 0 eH2(M) but which 
bounds in U|( so the Signature theorem gives :
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|o(u>»V,M)| £  j a (W) I ♦ rk(*|H2(W] ) )  (the other terms are zero because 
V V V) and the Seifert form is non-singular) which is loss than 2n, 
giving a contradiction which establishes the result.
2.18 Remark
The idea exploited in the next two results is that i f  
a e22(M,DM) and 6 represents a class in 1^  then a»6 -  0. This has 
the consequence that i f  a surface V is contained in 3M then o(tu,V,M)-0. 
Another consequence is that i f  IxD2 is attached along Ix3DJ to 3M 
creating Mj such that 3D is a component, C say, of 3V then 
o(a.',V,M) * a(u),V,Mj). Furthermore, i f  D is attached to V along C to 
create a surface Vj then oCu.Vj.M,) ■ o ((i!,V,M).
2.19 F irst Additivity Theorem
Suppose Vj is a surface properly embedded in cl(Mj- Ix3Mj) and 
$urj*ct properly embedded in Suppose also that T is a surface (possibly 
wi th boundary) lying in 3Mj and <£ is an orientation reversing e<n Iredel t-nj 
° f  T  into • Let (M,V) - (Mj.Vj) y (M2,V2
joined by <f>, then
|o(u),V,M) - C (<o,Vj ,M,) -  0 (uj,V2,M2)|
< rk{i*:H'(M-V,3M)----4 t ' (T ) }  - r k i i^ H 1 (M-3V.3M) — HI1 (T)J
. * *
where i j  and i 2 are restrictions.
Proof: Vj and V,, are d is jo in t, so the Mayer Vietoris sequence for 
(Mj.Vj) and (M2,V2) is
♦H2(T)—1!L—'«jf CM, ,Vj) • H2(M2,V2) - ^ H 2(M,V)-^-*M|(T)^
I) by exactness £ induces an isometry
Xu),Vj ,Mj *  IU),V..."m*  ^ *  °Im k
where 0 ^   ^ is the zero form on the space Im k.
i-S
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2) Let j:H^'M,iV)----*-H0(M,V) be induced by inclusion, then
I,, M vanishes on Im j » Im l . For if a cZ_(M,3V) b. eZ„(M.,V.)
o),V,M 2 l  2 i  i
then Iv j^ia.bj+bj) ** 3a*(bj+b9) • in M
now 3a - 0^  +a2 where a. eZjOV^) and 3a* (bj +b2) « oi^bj * o^’ b-i 
but by (2.18) 0^ ‘ b. ■ 0 using the hypothesis on V .
Define A ** Im £ + Ira j  then 1 and 2 show there is an isometry
between I ! A © 0_ .u>,V,M‘ Im k and (O.Vj.Mj I(*),v2,m2 * Im Aj
Observe that i f  h is an Hermitian form defined on a space W »  ® W’2
then !O(h) -  0 (h|w )j < dim W . Our situation is  h«I , W *■ H (M,V)
I “  L k.
and Wj = A, so
|o(u;,V,M) -  0 (w,Vj ,Mj) -  0(w,V2,M2)| < dim H2(K,V) - dim A 
by exactness dim H2(M,V) * rk i  + rk A 
and dim A » rk l  + rk Aj 
By Alexander duality, H0(M,V) s h ' cM-V.jM)
and rk A - rk ( i* :n '  (M-V.3M)---- *-H1 (T )}
Similarly H2(M,3V) s h '(M-3V,3M)
and rk Aj - r k { i2:H2(M-DV,3M)---- ►h ' ( T ) }  completing the proof.
2.20 Second Add it iv ity  Theorem
Suppose the by potktSei o f  th e  preir-io^i t  beo-rf m t e x c e p t
til n't flou! V, Ci pfopCrlij cm Ir e Jd i  J cn Mj •
Suppose also that
any component o f 3V( which meets T lies entirely in T and that
♦ <T n aVj) «  <MT) n 3(-V2).  Let (M,V) - (M, ,V j> u f M ^ )  joined alonp
(T,T n V . )  by ♦ . Then
|t (üi,V,M) -  T(u»,V,,M,) -  •t(u,V2,M2)|< rk{i * : H' (M-V ' ,  310------ * ' ( T ) }  -  rk fi^ iH 1 (M-3VJ3M)------ (T)}
♦ rk{• | Ky t» H| (T«V)} -  rk{*|Kv »  ker{Hj(TnV)----HitOM,)} }< 8,(T)
where • is the intersection pairing on H( (V) and V' * V -  (Tn V)
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situation of the precedXn  ^ theorem. Consider :
Proof: Let Vj »  Vj -  (V  ^ r>3M|Xl) and V' »  V'jU then we are in the
Vietoris sequence of Vj and
then i t  is clear that Iin i^ - ker 6 . Consider the map induced by
Im k* «  Im i^ because i f  fa } Elm k* fb) Elm i^ then b cZn(M,v')
may be chosen so that 3b EB^fint V ' )  by pushing 3b in along a collar
of V' in V. Then 3b is disjo int from 3Mj and so from a eZ^(3M]tVn T).
Notice that Im k. < Im i .  , so that Im k. < Radical (I ,, ,,|lm i . ) .*  “  *  *  U ) ,V  , M  *
Choose A < H,(M,V) such that H2(M,V) »  A © Im i^ and define B A
by B * A n 3 '(3lm k^)-1 where 1 is with respect to • on H( (V).
Choose C <: A such that A * B # C , we w il l  prove that
I) o (I  |lm i .  9 C> »  o ( I  v,|lm i . )  except for f in i te ly  many ai
Choose abasia ik , . . .  ,k }  of Im k. and a basis ( c , , . . . , c  } of C
I P  w I L
( t  < s) such that c.*k. » A . .  • on H.(V).
-  i j  t j  I
Define a txt matrix B bv B,. «  S„ _.(k.,c.) then B. . - B.. ♦ 6,.i j  V,M i* j i j  j i  i j
Choose a basis of (Im i .  9 C) f v v  } with* i n
define f ( t ) - d e t (B ( l - t )  * t l )  , then f ( I ) ■ 41, hence for a l l  but fin ite ly  
many w , f(ii')  ^ 0 and
where 5 is the composite
H2 (M,V) —-—>-Hj (V) boundary hociomorphism of the pair
Hq(Vo T) botindary homomorphism of Mayer
inclusion k*:H OM]tV n T ) ----►H.,(M,V) then I vanishes on
for I < i  < t
for t+l < i  < 2t
and let A be the nxn matrix of S„ using this basis. The matrix A-t.\'V | M
is
0 B ( i - t ) n i  o
B' ( l-t)-*-!
0 B.(t)
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l0 (Vv.M > " 0 (V , M |lra ! < dim B 
n0W 0(Iw,v,M^Tm 1*> -°(U)’V’«M>-
The hypothesis that every component of &V( which meets T lies entirely 
in i ensures that under • on H^(V), B + C is non-singuLarly paired into 
H j (V n T ) . Hence
dim B+C »  rk (• |Ky «  H ,(TnV))
and dim C »  rk (• |Ky ® 3lm k^)
now 31m k. -  keriH, (V pi T )---- »M,(3m, ) }
K I I I
which together with the previous theorem gives the result for a l l  but 
f in i te ly  many at, and as in (2.15) this implies the result for a l l  w. 
Using the definition of A,j from the previous proof,
CT( ( l - o )  (A- U)a ' ) )  ■ a ((1  -uj) B j (u>)) proving ( I ) .  I t  follows th a t
(2) Im Aj > ImiH (T o V) (T ) }
( i f  a cZ( (T n V) then Ixa CH2 (M,3V) }  hence 
*
rk i 2 
- rk Aj
» r k iH j iT n V )---H ^ T ) )  by (2)
> rk {H j (T n V )--- ♦H j(3M |))»a  say
clearly rki • |Ky «  Hj (T n V) } - rkf'iKy » kerfH^Tn V)-----l ( ^ j  > )>
< a
so the bound does not exceed rk i*  < (T ) , completing the proof.
2.21 Remark
The careful reader may now ver ify  the remarks in (2.18).
2.22 Examples
1) I f  M is the connected sum of Mj end M2 and is a surface in 
Mj which misses the ball removed front for the connected sum, then 
(Mj- ba ll )  is joined to (M.,- ba ll) along a 2-sphere, so a ll the terms 
in the bounds vanish giving
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2) Let kj be a knot in S3 for i-1,2 and H .«c l (s '  -  k^B2) ,  and set 
McMj U joined so that logitudes of k. in M. are identified. Then 
H (^M) -  1 and i f  V is a surface in M formed by joining along V^. Soifeit 
surfaces V. for ^  properly embedded in M. , then using the Second 
theorem, rk l  ^ ** rk ■ 1» and the rk(*| ) terms are both zero, so
k^
<>KV,M) - O K V ^M ,) + o(<o,V2,M2) 
- cr(o),k j ) a(w,k2) .
2.2) Proposition
Suppose V, Vj, V2 are closed oriented surfaces in M , and
(v ) - n fv , )  ♦ (V2) ch2(M;Z) f . r  i.me ne 2 . Then :
|l(w,V,M) -  T(o),V2,M)| <
Thii? is a rather technical result which w il l  be used to produce a bound 
on signatures of closed surfaces in manifolds, i t  is a crude bound which 
may be compared with the parallel surfaces theorem (2.26).
Proofs It two oriented surfaces and meet transversely, they 
intersect in a 1-nanifold and a neighbourhood of a point in the intersection 
is 1 x f i g ( i ) .  The surfaces may be cut along the intersection and cross 
joined, preserving orientation, ns shown in I x f i g ( i i )
parallel copies of Vj. Let N^VjXl be a neighbourhood of V( in which 
VjO N - (V., nVj )  x I .  Define X"cl(M-N), then by additivity :
V. ♦
(i) _ ■V ( i i )2
For closed surfaces, o depends only on the homology class, so we 
cun choose V to be obtained by cutting and cross joining with n
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1) ir(u!,V,M) - T(iiJ,VnN,N) - T(to,VnX,X)| < 26, (V )
2) ¡T(u,V?oM,M) -  t (w,V2«N,N) - T(u>,V2nX,X) | £2P ,(V , )
now ’■((o,V?nN,N) » 0  by (2.18) because 11,0^ n3N)---- *H,(V2) is
surjective, Note that V^1 X »  VnX.
Write A-V^N then 3N - V,.{0 u V,xl and Af»(V,xO) is a 
number of disjoint circles C , , . . . ,C r soy. I f  any circle Ch does not 
bound in V xO, attach IxDt aiond I x3D? to V,xO such that ?B «u.,1 l  1 i i *
and 1x3D. misses the oth< r circles. Then attach D. to A along C., 
the resulting surface has the same signature as A by (2.18). This pro;»ss 
has reduceu the genus of 3n and after repeating at most, genus(V,) times 
the remaining circles a l l  bound in the boundary of the new manifold. 
Choose a circLe innermost on this boundary, and cap o f f  the circle 
using that part of the boundary i t  bounds which floes not contain any 
other circ les. This process does not change T . Repeat until t.he>'e are 
not any circles Lefc. This has created a new surface A, say, in a 
manifold N, witn (A,N) C  (A ]tN,) and T(to,A,N) » T(<i>, A ( ,N ( ).
Define o^N, - 3N, - V ,x l, choose any compact manifold Y with 3Y « 
and set N,,"YuN, identifying 3Y with ?^N. by any liomeomorpliism.
Then by additiv ity:
|T(u,A|tN2) - T(ta),Aj ,N j ) | < 6 , (3 ^ , )  < 6 ,(V , )  
the point o f chia is that (V j)  - 0 cll^N^) and so 
(A .) -  {A , }  ♦ nfV,} eH1(N2,3N.I) .
fet B be obtained by cutting and cross joining A, end n copies c* ,
so iflt ** (A ,) and 3E * 3A,, hence
Ktj.n.N^) -  t (o),a 1,n2).
Now 't(iu,B,N2) -  T(aifB r N,N) | £ fi, (V j > because the process of
constructing A, and N, from A also produces B and N, from bnN
bucaune 3(l<r, N) ’ (AnN).
2*
Eutr BnW «  VnN and so :
3) [t( io,V n N,N) -  t( u,V2 o N,N) | < 2Bj(Vj)
and l(u),V-n N,N) ” 0 as noted earl ie r . Putting 1,2 and 3 together 
completes the proof.
Fi-niteneSS Conjecture
bu can now prove a finiteness result which w i l l  be needed in the 
analysis of slice knots in section 3. The hypothesis in the theorem on 
3M ought co be unnecessary ( I  conjecture). Using additivity this is 
equivalent to requiring iinitentss for hundiebodies, which is in turn 
equivalent to asking for a bound (depending only on g) on the signatures 
of any link in S3 which lies on the surface of the standard handlebody 
of genus g in S3 , and bounds a surface inside that handlebody.
2. 2a r in i tene s u_T! it ore m
I f  M is a compact oriented manifold and C( (3N) < 2 , then there 
is a positive integer K such that for a l l  surfaces V properly embedded 
in M, |t ( w,V,K) l  '  K for a l l  w .
Proof.* Suppose f i i s t  that M is closed, then is f in i te ly  genuiatcd
because M is compact, Choose closed surfaces V , , . . . ,V  representing a1 n
basis, ihen repeated application of the preceoLnj proposition gives 
a bound of 6i  3^(V.) .
Return now to the general case, 3M consists of a number of spheres 
and at most one torus T. A properly embedded surface in M meets each 
2-sphere in a riurber o f  circles. Join a 3-ball to each sphere, and |oin 
discs in the 3-ball onto the components o f 9V in each sphere. By additivity 
this decant change T . W< are le f t  with 31! «  T, 3V is a number of c ircles 
in T. I f  any circle bounds a dint in T, an innenuos!. one hounds a d im  
in T disjoint from V, und so rhece circles ray he capped o f f  by disci
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in M without changing T . Thus every component .if 9v is non-zero in H (T) 
therefore they must a l l  be parallel (a fter  an isotopy). By duality
Ver .H j(T )--- (Hj (M)}  ~:Jf, so join a solid torus S to l l  along T such that
ket(K, (T )----^IjCS)} - ker (h (T )----- ‘Mj(M)} Then there is a surface V'
in S with 9V' = 9V. I f  we can show finiteness in S, that for 1' w i l l  
follow by additiv ity. 3v' is a number of paralle l circles in Ss, 
either each circ le  ■> 0 CHj(S), in which case V' may be chosen as a 
numb« r of parallel discs ( 40 t * 0), or else IV' } •» 0 £1^(3), so that 
V' »  + n(-a) where Q is a component cf 'K ' ,  n a positive Integer
and -a is the paralle l circle oppositely oriented. In this case, w' may 
be chosen to be a number of annuli, each annulus having boundary a ♦ (••ay. 
I t  is clear that T * 0 in this case also, thus proving finiteuess for S 
and hence foe M.
2.25 Jlemark
The condition that V be properly embedded in M is necessary 
because there are knots in S1 having arb itrar ily  large signature.
lhe paralle l surfaces theorem below la best proved by using the connection 
with G-signaturtii (sec 4.4), however an elementary proof is givon here.
2.26___Para lle l S o rfaccs Theorem
Let V be a surface in M, n an integer, and let nV denote 
n parallel copies of V ( i f  n < 0 then V has the opposite orientation).
Then ‘t('o,nV,'i) - T ( J r'  ^,V ,M)
This is a well known result for knot signatures, eg see (L i ) .
Proof: Since T(U),-V,M) ■ t(w,V,M), i t  suffices to nrove the result
when n G. Let V....... ,V Le the n parallel ropies of V atid i
I r  r
the map induced oy identification on Hj(Vjl— *Hj(V’ r) .  Then
kerfH,(nV)---- di.(M)} -  ker{ll. (V.) -  —Mi, (M)) * n« '  Im f i^ . - i  >J 1 I I  I f » ]  r fi r
T \
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Choose a basis o* kcr{H ,(V .)---- and extend to a basis of
HjCVj) .  Choose tii»-r basis of Im(i^+ |-f^l obtained by applying ( i  ^-i^)
to the basis of H.(V ) .  le t  A be the matrix of the Seifert form S„ 
i i  V|
and D rhe matrix ol Sy M|lm(ir+ ,- i^ ) ® Im(ir+ ]- i r >. Then D is the 
matrix of the intersection pairing on Hj (V .^1 using the chosen basis 
12-chains bounding cycles are annuli hetw»*-n Vy ( and V^) so D' * -C. 
Also, writing 5, «  A -  A’ , then
! D.
L°2
°2
The matrix oi S „  v using the above basis is • nv f ri
I A -
p  ~~~
1 - o .i
-»2
I
l D
!
D D n-1 rows of D
Consider the bottom rin;ht hand square of ( l - t )  ( tM-bi ’ ) ,  i t  is;
T “ (t-t)D (t- l )D
1
1 ( l - t )D ( t - t )P (t - l )D
n-l 1 row 3
1 f l - t )0 ( t - t )Pj
|
• * (t- l )D
4- ' ( l - t )D * (r-i-)D
I)(rfice \ *r
( t - l ) ( t " ‘- I) to  Xr - -X a id X r
1
-1f
tO r_ 1)
i f  p *
I* ( l - t )/A r
then
i f t - t )
p 1 P - r+1
“1
0
L° 1 J |_o-o Xr j 1° \
therefore the sbove matrix it) conRruenr to :
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$3 SI ire Knots
As a f i r s t  application, the process of producing algebraically 
slice knots outlined in the introduction is applied to the (s lice ) knot 
820 in the tahle of Alexander and Briggs , sec (R) This knot has an 
algebraic feature which enables a proof that certain related knots are 
not ribbon, based only on the Signature theorem (finiteness is not used). 
An additional reason for studying this knot is that the geometry is 
particularly simple. An improved finiteness theorem is needed in order 
to prove these same knots are not slice .
Defin ition
A knot k in S is r ibbon i f  k bounds a disc inpersed in S* the 
s t I f  intersections of which are ribbon, ie have a neighbourhood like:
clearly a ribbon knot is s l ic e  (see (R) p 225 )
Notation
In this section :
k is a s l ice  knot in S5
V is a Seifert surtuce for k
D
M
W
n
n
is obtained bv 0-surgery along k in S3
is a s l ice  disc for k in B1*
is cKB1*- regular neighbourhood of D)
for n rZ or n*® is the n-fold cyclic cover of M
for n cZ is the n-fold cover of s ’ branched over k
ffbrA
n
n
for o t i  or n*«> is the n-fold cyclic cover of W 
for n tZ  is  the n-fold cover of B1* branched over D 
■ <)[t,t ' ]  where t generates the group of covering
automorphisms of M
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then oW -  M , 3W -  ft , 3PDr .  9nr .
n n n n
For a ribbon knot, i^TTjiM)----m ( (W) is surjective {(CG) lemma J, (T))
i t  follows that iTT’j'(M)/rr’ (M>------wr'J(W)/irJ (V) is surjective. Hence
id e ha we
3.2 Propos it ion
I f  k is ribbon, and ir constructed using a ribbon disc D, then 
-----^ (W ^ )  is surjective.
According to Milnor (Mil) has the rational cohomology properties of
a 3-manifold x R, in fact
3.3 Proposition
Tf k is a slice knot, F a f ie ld ,  then H^iKjF) and H#(W ;F) 
are fin ite  dimensional, and:
2nu llity { i* :H 1 (Mo;F)-------«, (Wm;F)> -  8, (M^iF).
From the same paper, we extract the following result:
hA. Proposi tion
I f  p:X----*X is an in fin ite  cyclic covering of a f in i te  complex,
t a generator of the group of covering automorphisms, then there is an
exact sequence, with coefficients in any ring ,
-H (X) —^ ---- 4i  ( X) — ( X) — »H .(X)-rn n n n~ I
3■ 5_ Definition
For a knot k, a Slice Submodule is a submodule of H.(M ;Q). . - .... ] on
a« a A-module ot half dimension as a Q-vector space. I f  k is a slice 
knot then ker{i. :H  (M )•— -*H. (W ) }  is a slice suhm.xluls by (3.3).
"  I  w  J  00
In general there tray be many slice submodules, (though the choice can be
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reduced by adding to the definition the requirement that the Planchfield 
pairing (Bla) vanish on a s lice submodule )•
3.6 The Knot
The knot 8 is shown in f i g (  3. 1) ,H (M ) is a cyclic A-module¿\J I 00
of order { f  ( t )}2 where f ( t )  is the cyclotomic polynomial ( f 2- t + l ) .  Thus
there is a unique s lice submodule, f ( t )H , ( f i  ) .  According to Sumners (Suru)1 00
where n. is the number of distinct k'th roota of unity which arc* zeroes
module structure, ami suppose D is c ribbon disc for k. Then constructing 
W from D, there is a commutative diagram (coeffic ients Ç)
by (3.2) i *  is surjective, and by (3.3) Hj (W^ ) s f ( t ) P ] (Moo) .  Hence 
ker >- ker p^. Now
then dim£ Hj(fi£r ;C) - [
of f . .  Thus H,(M, ;C) a 2<£ ( fo r  8„ .  this fact is easily established i  j on zu
from a presentation of H,(M ) usi.ig a Seifert matrix ) .  By UniversalI »
coeffic ients, H, (M^ r a 20, and i t  must follow that!1 on
k e r ip ^ H ,^ ; « ? ) ---- *H,(mJ*;<})J -  f ( t )H , (Mw;Q)
) Consider now any knot with the above
eg by (3.4)
a A/* f ( t ) , t 6n- l  >
because f ( t )| t^ n-l
Thus pj is an isomorphism, and by commutivity, i j  is an isomorphism.
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There in a slice disc for 8 ^  such cl.at i* is identically zero. 
This is why the technique will not prove not s lice , only not ribbon. In other 
word«, (3.2) is essential here.
Duality in W^ r now implies that i^:H2(M^;Q)----
is ’ de ' i c a l ly  zero. By Universal coeffic ients,
In,{i* :H2(*6n; Z ) ----- ^ 2 (ii6n;/ ) }
is f in i te ,  thus given a (closed oriented) surface P say, in M° there
on
exists ?n integer m > 0 such that mi^iP} -  0 eH„(W^;2 ) .  Tlie Signal ore 
theorem now implies that s
3.7 Remark
hence |t fie1 nl ,V,M^ ) 1 < 2b2 + by para lle l surfaces
3.9__Rem irk
The actual bound here is not very important, and a weakened form 
of the Signature theorem can be proved with far less care.
The following standard argument shows that there is a positive 
integer N sav, such that ^ (w j^ )  < N for a l l  n. By (3.4 ) there is
an exact sequence (coeffic ients ())
„ . 6n . «,
-----‘‘M H J  * --A~— ^H2(W. ) ” P* - +H2(ii6J -----*"i
and by (3.3), H^ CW^ ) and HjOi^) are f in ite  dimensional, hence
-  h 'v  s
Now p j ( i i^ )  < P ,(nc) ,  and so
|t (u,P,m^ ) |  < N for a l l  u,P,n
rhis is the fundamental result used in the proof that certain knots are 
not ribbon
Ce oine try
.~br
Generators; of ^¿''^611^  er^8e i n a particularly nice way. Fig (3.2) 
shows an immersed ribbon disc with two surgery curves a,b on i t .
Ftg (3.3) shows the boundary o f  a regular neighbourhood of the ribbon disc, 
a genus 2 closed surface, which has been cut open along 2 curves parallel 
to a, and 2 curves parallel to b. The result is 3 surfaces A,B,C.
A Seifert surface, for d7Q is obtained by cutting and cross joining the 
se lf  intersections in the ribbon disc, resulting in a genus 2 Seifert 
surface V, (a and b nay be isotoped onto V) shown in f i g  (3.4 ). Let
X ® c l (S ’ - V*I) then f ig  (3.5) shows the 3 l i f t s  of X to M.-.br A,B,C
may be moved slightly in X so that each meets V (along their boundaries
only) on the curves a end b. Choosing appropriate l i f t s  of A,B,C to 
r
and identifying along their boundaries, yields a non-orientable closed 
surface P„ in M^ r . This is also indicated in f i g  (3 .5 ), where the 
n’ jnbets adjacent to the boundary components of the chosen l i f t s  of A,B,C
indicate the glueing up recipe. The pre-image in under the covering
. 'hr projectioti M, - on
~br is an orientable sirface Pfen of genus 2n+l.
(There is a 1-cycle in crossing P, once, hence (P, } i 0 £H,,(M^ r ) ,on on on i  on
in fart and t i P ^ )  represent a basis of H,(M^*), since a 1-cycle 
can be found intersecting one, but not the other. However we dont need 
to know any of this] Thus:
l’Uu),P6n*M6„) I », N for a l i  «*»»
The process of producing algebraically s l ice  knots from a s lice knot
described in the introduction is  now applied to 8n(1 as shown in Fig (3.6). 
Thi band containing the surgery curve b on V is tied into a knot K 
(with rero twisting) producing a surface V '.  This operation clearly 
preserve» the Seifert form, and so the new knot, k’ »  f»V', is 
algebraically s ’ ice. We suppose k' to be a ribbon knot, D' a ribbon 
dine for k '. Then the analysis resulting in the signature bound, 
dep. n .lit g as i t  did only on the A-module structure of HjiM,,,) (which
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i t s e l f  is determined by the Seifert form because Hj CM^ ) is presented 
by tA-A ', A a Seifert matrix for the knot) applies to k' also.
I t  remains to construct some surfaces in , Fig (3.7) shows
an arc a in S3-V' which, together with the centre line of the band of V' 
which was knotted into K, forms a c irc le  embedded in S3 as the knot K.
Let V(K) be a Seifert surface for K, and construct 3 surfaces A ',B ',C ' 
as shown in Fig (3.8) by attaching copies of V(K) to A,B,C. Then A'.B '.C' 
may be used to construct a surface in f t^ r for k* in the same way
that A,B,C were used for I t  w i l l  he shown that :
• T(“ ' P6 „ ' ,C >  *
and the signature bound implies ( le t t in g  n-» “ ) thar:
t (ui,K) »  0 for a l l  u , i f  k' is ribbon.
Fig (3.9 i )  shows a 3-bnll with a knotted hole Y ' ,  lying in X' (-  anclog
of X for k* ) .  The knot is K, and Y' contains V(K), and is a neighbourhood
in X' of the band F l ies on. The arc a l ies on 3Y' . Y' l i f t s  to R'^r6n
and is joined to t (Y ’ ) in by a disc lying in (a l i f t  o f)  V'.
Fig (3.9 i i )  shows the corresponding costruction for 6 ^ ,  Y is a solid
torus. Thus may be converted into f l ^ r by replacing the l i f t s  of
Y by the l i f c s  of Y ' . I t  should now be clear that :
r ( U ) ^ n . f l ’ ^ )  -  2n{T(w,A' , X ' ) + T(u>,B',X') ♦ ■tOo.C'.X')}
- r(u.p6n» ^ >  "  2n|T(io,A,X; ♦ T(u,B,X) ♦ T(u,C,X)}
although the Second Additivity theorem may be used to prove thia. The
only point to watch for is that some orientation change in the cover
does not result in everything cancelling out eg.
T(u, l i f t  of A',fl '!*r ) i  -T(lo,any other l i f t  of A ',R '^r) on nn
this ton not happen because coverings preserve orientation.
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I t  }.r clear that:
t Uü.A’ ,X ') - T(W,A,X) + r(w,K)
,X ') -  T(u).b,X) ♦ x(u,K) 
and ,X') «  i(üt,C,X)
this last result arises because C' has two parallel copies of V(K) 
oppositely oriented, so that (eg by parallel surfaces) there is no 
contribution to t . This establishes the formula and completes the proof of:
3.9 Theorem
I f  the knot k' is obtained by tying a knot K in the particular 
band shown in Fig(3.6) of the Seifert surface for the knot S^q. then 
i f  k' is ribbon, then t (w,K) ■ 0 for a l l  to.
3.10 Remark
The Casson Gordon method gives this result when ce5- I.
JJ__Remark on Surgery curves
Suppose a knot K: is tied in the surgery curve a, and a knot K2 
is tied in the 6urgery curve b, es shown in F ig (3 . !0 ).  Then by dcing 
the band move (chap 2,b.7) shown, a link of two components, with linking 
number mro, is obtained. The two components are parallel ( ie  each lies 
inside a tubular neighbourhood of the other) and each is K’ + K2. I f  this 
latter is a s lice knot, then two paralle l copies of a s lice disc for i t  
plus the band, constitute a s lice disc for the modified 8 ^  {nb slice 
can be replaced by ribbon in the foregoing}. Therefore the best non-slice 
result on the above lines is t (<u,K1) ♦ t (oi,Kj ) * 0 for a l l  b> . This 
is an easy generalisation of our result. I f  X1* (r.h. t r e fo i l ) ,  and 
K2 - ( l . h . t r e f o i l ) , than K, + K 2is s i les , but there does not appear to 
be any pair o f  surgery curves in thia case. (The problem of proving there 
are not any seems related to the finiteneos conjecture). I do not know 
of another example of this in the literature.
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Genus 1 S lice knots
Let k be a genus 1 s l ice  knot. Then i t  has a Seifert matrix
[0 m+1
l®
so the Alexander polynomial A (t) «= {(m+l)t -  m}{mt -  (m+l)}.
We w il l  assume m / 0, so A i  I. Since A is not zero for any root of
unity, i t  follows that (eg by Simmer's result) H,(Mbr ;f?) - 0 for a l l  q
1 q
thus a l l  surfaces in M^ r bound there, jo the method used on 82Q does not 
apply. For 8, _ ,  the pre-image under the covering M ------, f  of P,xv 00 6 00 6
is a surface running o f f  to in fin ity  and invariant under translation by 
t:6. When the eigenvalues of A 1A’ («roots of A (t ) ) are not roots of 
unity, such non-trivial surfaces invariant under translation by t** don't 
ex ist, however there are classes
{b} c t l i  H„(M ,M -X;Q)
X compact 2 "  "
which play a similar role. Choose a l i f t  V of V to M and consider the00
compact component x^*el{Ma -  ( t ’VoVJxI }.  The part of a 2-cycle b, lying
in can be multiplied by an integer and then represented by a surface
properly embedded in Xfl. Now suppose that k is s lice , D a s lice disc,
then Du v c W bounds a 3-manifold Z properly embedded in W. Let Z
be the l i f t  of Z to W with Vc Z and let Y^  be the compact, component
of clfW — ( t nZ o L ) » l )  so BY - X u tnZu Z. I f  :* n n
{b} £ tlm Jker i*:H,(M ,M - X ) ----- ,W - Y ) ln ‘ T 2 »  go n 2 00 00 n 1
then {P^} «  0 EH,,(Yn, t nZu L;Q) so there is a 3-raantfold U, properly
embedded in Y with n
QY^  "  (multiple of P ) * (unknown surfaces in tnZ u Z)
these surfaces being joined along their common boundary in D(tnZu Z)
Wc w il l  construct suitable P and show that t(P ) -» «  as n-t «• undern n
certain conditions. Because the unknown surfaces l ie  in Z and tnZ, 
finiteness and additivity imply their contribution to t is bounded.
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A supply of homology classes to produces from follows from (3.3) 
i f ,  or course, H^ i^ ) i  0 its A (t )  4 1. Now for the details, f i r s t  we 
co llect  together some standard cits and pieces.
3.12__Lemma
with Coefficients if:
(1) 2rk(i*: h' (W ) ----- *H1 (X )> -  6. (R )n i 00
(2) I f  P is a surface in X such that (P } gH.,(X ,3X ) is dualn n 1 nJ 2 n n
to i $ then (P ) - 0 CH.,(Y , t nZuZ) n i  n
(3) I f  a Seifert matrix for V is non-singular, then 
inclA :Hj (V)— (X^)— (i )^
(4) I f  j  s H * ^ ) ----- 4i'(V) is restriction, and a t.H( (V) is dual
to j*$ then Sv ((j,a) “  0 where is the Seifert pairing on V. 
(*<) I f  u is a surgery curve on V, then S^fa.ot) “  0.
Proof: For (3) cf (Mil) by (3.3), H fft ) is f in ite  dimensional, soI r©
there is a compact subnet C containing cycles representing a basis.
Let T.. be a component of fM - Vxl), without Ions C e l .  so
U  00 ^
H|( f t j -----* , ( * ! „ , T0) is zero. By excision H, ( M ^ )-£-«,  (M^- TQ,V)
and so from the exact sequence of the pair M - T_ ard V
00 (J
• V " . -  To-v >—  — <*>— <*t»— V — - » , «  -  V ?>*
wc set Lhuc C, is surjective. A Seifert matrix cun be interpreted as
the matrix of i_^ : I I j (V )-----vH( (S '— V) using dual braes {(R) p 210)
I f  i „ *  ia in jective, i t  must be sujective, ao H^(Ss- V,i_V) -  0 
thus (PL- Iq»V) * 0 ia copies of S*~V identified along
i_V and i +V, a Mayer Viet T ie  argument now gives the implication]
From the -above exact sequence we See that l  is  injective also, and using 
the Mayer Vietoris sequence for (fi^- Ty) and T^, we see that
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Hj(V)------►Hj (Moc) I k an isomorphism, and without the hypothesis on the
Seifert matrix i r  is a surjection. Now X^  - copies of c l lS5-  V*l)
identified along V*0, and V*I, and i f  i_^ is an isomorphism, then the
Mayer Vietoris sequence applied to this gives H . (V )-----►H.fX ) is an
1 1 n
isomorphism, proving 3.
Consider the diagram induced by inclusions:
a • and • 0 CHj(Z), ao in B** there is a 2-chain
which is scm to he roro heraus* the 2-chains are d is jo int, proving (4 ).
parallel copy of U in Bu ha* boundary a parallel copy of a on V, so
i,k(i-e'*,a) • 0, proving 5.
H*(MJ -J ------ >H1 (V)
by (3.3) and Universal coefficients, 2rk k* -  (^(h^,), and by the above
. * . . .  * * 
j is always in jective, hence rk i -  rk k , proving ( ! ) •
(?) follows from the commutative diagram below
♦ e h’ (w j
I • *incl
H1 (Y ) n ----->Hl(Xn)
duality
¡L(Y ,9Y ) 
3 n n h ( x . a x )  ( p )/ n n n
i nÜl2S-------->H,(9Y ,t nZu Z)z n
a excision
0 r H-(Y ) / n
For ( ) )  i f  V is dual to 1 $ , than under the map
a €Z,(Z) with 9a -a . then S (a,a) ■ Lkg|(i_#a,a) * i_**** *in b"
For (5 ), a surgery curve a on V bounds a smooth disc D in B1*., and a
nullity :H j (c<X;X>----- *il j (X;?) - fij(V). We have 3X - V+ <j (k* I) y v
80 \ *  41 i_**H,(V+) © H, CV_)— nij(?X). I f  A(t) i  1, than A is 
non-singular, and
ker - <{(m+l)i+A-mi_ft}a , (mi >
for some 3,6 eH,(V). <This is because t^tHj (MJ------ ^ ( M j  has
eigen values (m+l)/m and m/(m+l), and Hj(V)------«Hj(M^) is an isomorphism
by 3.12(3), so t^:llj (V )------ Hj(tV) has the same eigen values) Thus
there is a surface P& properly embedded in X, disjoint from k * Ie  OX, 
with 9Pa ■ { (m + l ) i^  -  mi_^}a , let be a parallel surface to Pa
then l,k(?Pa, 9P' )^ » 0, therefore Lk(a,parallel copy of a on OX) ■ 0.
This means that ft is a candidate tor a surgery curve on V (by 3.12(5) 
any surgery curve must satisfy this condition). I f  u is a slice knot, 
then k is a s l ic e  knot.
bet t Pp be the l i f t  ot to meeting tnV, and define a
surface P (a)  , properly embedded in X by: 
n n
n _. . . ^
PpC«) " \ (m+l)n JmJt 1(P(.) using parallel copies of the l i f t s
j “i
a ll  the boundary components of tJ(P ) match up except, at OX . NowU R
Op (Cf) -  (m+l)!1a -  mntn(a ) ,  and co OP (a) ¿ 0 eH.(X ) . Define
n n I n
Pp ,P ,t simi ls r ly  and:
P (W - l  mn‘ j (m*l)j t j (PB) i -  1 p
so Op (8) - *.n8 - (sH>l)ntn(8). n
By 3.12(3), H. ( V) «H / X  ) ,  so Ly duality in X ÍP (n),P (8 ) )* i n  n n n
represe its a basis ol Ot *'ixn)* I f  k is a slice knot then by 3.12(1)
ther« is a class <t> fHJ(W ' with i*$ i  0, and i f  P is dual to $, thenn
P bounds in  H,(Y , tnj u í ¡ 0 ) .  By 3.12(A) S.,(D.P ,0nP ) - 0 ,  but ,ft / f t  v u n u n
Let V be a genus one surface for k, X » c l(S 3- V x l) ,  then by dualicy
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a,B is a basis of Hj(V) and Syian + bB.act + bB) » 0  implies that
a * 0 or b -  0. Therefore 3^?  ^ is (a  multiple o f )a  or B. so i%
is dual to (a multiple of) P (a) or P (B), furthermore because 3.Pn n un
depends only on (f1 , the use of a or 6 is independent of n. So we have
proved that i f  k is s lice then for n 5> l either P^fa) bounds, or for
a l l  n > 1 P (B) bounds. Thus there is a 3-manifold U properly embedded n n
in Y with 3U nX ■ rP for some integer r ,  and by the Signature theoremn n n n
¡T(0),oUn,3Yn) | ^BjCY^) + Bj (Yfl) using second additiv ity
|t (w,3I! , cY ) -  T(0!,rP ,X ) - T(u),au n ( t nZ o Z ) , t nZoZ)| < B,(3x ) n n n *> n 1 r.
Now 3Z ■ \Seifert surface V for k) + {s l ic e  disc D} and V has genus
I so 3Z is a torus and the finiteness theorem gives a bound on the
signatures of a l l  surfaces properly embedded in tnZ and also in Z.
Thus T(0),3u 0 ( tnZu Z ) , tnZ UZ) is bounded. Now B,(3x ) - 2B.(V), and n i n .  1
Br (Y ) is seen to be bounded by applying the Mayer Vietoris sequence to
Yn and cKW^-Y^) giving < (Ww^) + (Z) . Thus there is a
positive integer N such that
|'f(w,rP ,X )| < N for a l l  m,nn n
and by using parallel surfaces, r may be taken to be I,
We proceed to calculate T(w,p^(u).X^) by means of a trick. First 
suppose that »  is  n slice knot with slice disc I)’ , f.hon le t  S3*T be a 
collar in Bu of SB‘ , and Vxl c S 3xi a thickened Seifert surface. Push 
D’ in along the collar and choose 1XD' contained in a product 
neighbourhood of D', with (T*!) '} 0 fvxl } «  l xOx l ■ \ say, an annulus 
neighbourhood o f a in V*l. Define Z ■ (Vxl )  \j ( ixp1) joined along A 
then we have attached a 3-ball to a genus 2 solid handlebody along A 
proo f in g  a solid torus Z. 3Z " (S e i fe r t  surface v )  ♦ (a slice disc, for 
k obtained Dy sutgering V along « ]  Having done this we find that 
(a) rkur( : I I j (V )----- ►Hj(Z)} , and so in the particular Yn arising
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iron, this particular choice of Z and D, lemma 5.12(4) implies that P Cp)
Suppose now that a is not s l ic e ,  then abstractly the Seifert surface V
for k 's a disc with 2 bands attached and, because V is a punctured torus,
this abstract identification may be made so that a runs once geometrically
round one of the bands. I f  the embedding of V is changed by tying a knot
K in this band, and i f  K is the cobordlsm inverse of ot then the resulting
surface V' has boundary a slice knot k'. So (* )  is  true for P' » P (k1)n n
however using the technique of swapping 3-ball.s with knotted holes in 
them used for 8,^, we w ill obtain
so for k to be s lice we must have
| l  T(w,P'n B.,B.)| < N. ♦ N 3 n J J 1 “  I
j
where N is the bound for k, Nj the bound for k ' .
To prove. ( I )  i t  is necessary to look at P' inside a knotted ball.
surface for k. The Second additivity theorem applies, noting that since
n
<■** not bound, and so P (a) must bound. In thf_ case there is a bound N savn
with |T(<a,Pn(a),Xn)| < N <*)
( I ) T(io,P ,X )  -  T(W,P*,X') -  J n n n n , *•knotted 
balls Bj
t (w,P ’ n B.,B.) 
n ] ’ j '
n
In some B .c t^ (X ) ,  F1' is im+l)1’ Jm^ oaralle l copies of a Seiferti n
T(w,P’ n B.,B.) - t (o>(bi*,) 
n j* ) ,K)j '  j
which completes the proof of:
A3
3JJ3__I he ore hi
I f  k is a genus one slice knot with non-trivial Alexander 
polynomial, there is a simple closed curve Ot on every genus one Seifert 
surface for k which is non-zero in Hj(surface), and with the proDerties:
(i) Sv 'ot,ci) «  0 ;
(ii) There exists a positive number N such that for all n,
j I T(<t
j**0
(m+l)n ,a) I < N
( i i i )  The Alexander polynomial of k is {(m+l)t -  mHmt -  (ra+l)} 
{  S„ is the Seifert pairing on V } .
_3. 1A Coro11 ary
The conclusions of the above theorem imply that i f  p is coprime 
to m and w+1 and G is the subgroup of the units of generated by
m/(m+1), and i f  n £2^ and a.p «  1 then
l  T('*;r ,o) - o
r CnG
Proof: define x •> m/(m+l) in t
P
and a • (,in*l)n ^rr (
Then u. . a xa.
J+l J
I f  A) ■» P then A)* for g CZ is uniquely defined, and i f  n tZ
then
miGt
j  T (A-naj , a )  «  m J r  (iur ,o) , 
j-0 1 'r rnG
For m su ffic iently large the theorem implies the result.
3.13 Special cases
1) I f  p - 2m* 1, x * -  I so G ■ ' { ! , * )  hence T ( l ,a )  ♦T(y>,a) - 0
and since T(l,any knot) » 0 we recover the result obtained by Gilmer 
(G il) by 'hia extension of^techniques of Casson and Gordon.
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2) I f  p is coprime to m and m+1 then
V •t(e?ni' ‘ ^P ,a) » 0 4  / T(u),a) -  0
r - l  (o eS1
3) i f  p = (m+l)*' - ni^  then (m/nH-l)  ^ ■ ] in Z
P
ard so G has order t .  Since p increases rapidly with t, there are a lot 
of disjoint seta nC, ana so many relations between the signatures of a
i .  lb Quostion
Does 3.15(2) imply T(ui,a) - 0 Cor a l l  u> ?
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a4 Connection with G-signatvires
Ttiis section gives a relation between o(w,V,M) ard G signatures 
of a certain 4-manifold when V and M are closed. This enables an easy 
proof of the parallel surfaces theorem, and (a version o f )  the Signature 
theorem is proved. An account of the use of G signatures as used in knot 
theory can be found in (G) p 34.
4. 1 D e fn t io n
Given a closed oriented manifold pair (M*,V) with V not necessarily
connected, there is for each integer n > 0 an n-fold cover of M determined
by V p:M  ^ '* Choose f:M----- S^1 (S' oriented) transverse regular
at a point x o f  S1 with f  1(x) - V. The orientations of M and V determine
an orientation for the normal bundle of V, f  is chosen so that i t  mr.pa
this bundle to that of x ’ oriented-bundlewise'. Then M io defined by the
n
pull hack:
PI n-fold cyclic cover
i  KM -------- —-*S‘
f
I f  the order of {V? is n then is connected. The group of
covering automorphisms of M , G , has a cnnonical generator ,t , 
determined by the preferred generator of the S1 cover specified by the 
orientation of 8 .
4.2 Theorem
Suppose W is an oriented 4-manifold with ?W * M and with n n n
G action extending the action on on its boundary. Suppose also 
that a ll  components of the fired point set are surfaces with zero s e l f -  
intersection. I f  u> “ I, then o(u,V,M) is a linear combination of the 
^-signatures o f W^ , g fG .
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Proof: { c f  (C) p 34, and (V )}
Choose V% bounding M such that 0 - i A:H,(V)------(W) { this
can be done by choosing any W with 3W »  M, and 'surgering' the components 
of V, ie i f  V j , . . . ,V r are disjoint replace V.xD? by H.vS1 in the 
interior of a collar. - solid handlebody with 3th - }
psW^ —----is the n-fold cyc lic  cover of W branched over V pushed into
int(W>. W'n can be constructed by taking n copies ,/t W and identifying 
Vx[o ,i j  in thp i ' t h  copy with V*[-l,0j in the ( i + l ) ' t h  copy, where
f  -1
Vx|-I,lj is  a neighbourhood of V in ?W. The Mayer Vietoris sequence for
W gives: n
•*H2(V) » A- ° - »B200 « A-^*-»h2(W )— ^"*H,(V) ^ A----*H, (W) « A -
A *  Defining I! • Iraf!lj(?W)------we have as usual
H 0 (W) ■- B ' a A with • IA ' non-singular. Define B »  B' ® AjA ■* A ' » A .  
Tl.en Im A " ker ü*:Hj (V )----- m^W)} 8 A and there is a natural
isomorphism:
ker j *  t ker{H ( (V)— 9 {im Hj (V )—-Ml, (M) n ker H . (M)— *■!! j (W)}
• Ky ® C' say
we w ill  choose K,C < H„(W ) such that \ ;K —'-—rK 9 \¿ n v
A :C -2—*C' • A
as follows. Given a l-cycle a e Z) (V) with {a] ■ 0 cHj(W> choose
a fC,(W) with 3a ■ a. Fix a particular copy of W, say \f used in the
construction of W and write a,ot for the ' l i f t s '  of these chains to W°. n
Then {ta-a}(;7.0( W w h e r e  t is the canonical generator of Ga 
so {ta}f.Z,(tW#) . Then A(tn-n) • a cZ,(W ).  Becauae • | A ’ is 
non-singular, a may be cheson so that (a)*A' » 0  (• in VI).
Now choose a basin < i j . . . . , a r of Ky and choose
gC^(M) < C^fV) with A(ta^- a.) ■ ct ,^ this being possible 
becausa Ky • 0 r H. (M). Define K ■ A-moduIa Renerated by {ta^ a.) 
fot 1 < i < r.
S>< IH
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Next choose c r+, . - . . , a 8 such that { [ a j } r < i  <s is a basis of
C » Phoo,e ar+|....... ag with A (ta.-a.) »  <*. and define C -  /.-module
generated by { t a - a . }  r <i <s.
Observe that K.^^(H^fW) 8 A) ■ 0 because a class in K can be
represented by a cycle in p~'(M), and a class in i.(H.,(W) 8 A)
* l
represented by a cycle in p_ l (int W).
Nov H j i lO  =■ A £ (B 9 C ti K) which decomposer into eigen spaces 
t 1’ under the C action corresponding to the eigen values e2rim/n o < ra < n 
of t. A.B.C.K. also decompose into Ain,Bni,Cm,Km and 
E* - Am 4  (B™ «0 C™ >9 Km)
By duality in W there are b*+|....... b* eB’ (Kronecker) dual to
[ar+ ,i* ■ • •» [aJ i  0 eH2(W,3W), i t  follows that rk(.|Bm 8 C*") -  dim C® 
for 0 < m c n. T0 see this define for w - e27rilu/r-
n-1
cj v *u.u t x
a : " \ 0) t (ta.-a.)
J u-0 1 1
then {.Vj} I < j  < r represents a basis of K™ 
and {aV} r < j  < s represents a basis of C®.
Define n-l
- l  w ' Y t f
u-0
r < j < s
(b. identified with ' l i f t '  to W° ) then bj eB®, and
b M -  T  « ■ " e V . T  o;”vtv ( ta.-a.)
3 u->0 J v-o 1 1
now t a^  e?«2 t^ t*1^  e^it^ntCW0))  • therefore i f  v i  u then
t bj ■ 0, and so ( remembering that • is Hermitian)
n-1
l
w()“i-*i ■ jl  - ‘N - v
n-1
<5lV l  iw-1)
J u-0
proving the assertion
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Furthermore B'»B' -  0 therefore Bm*Bm - 0, and so (c f proof o f  2.10) 
o(* |Bm 9 C* 9 Km> - <?(• |k“ ) 0 < m < n
Now C° • 0 ( i t  is generated by the cycles ZtU(ta^-a,)-0 for r < j  < s) 
and to the proceeding result holds when ui-0 also.
Claim-. (1) o (• |Km> -  o(w,V,M) 0 < m < n
(2 ) 0 (•  |Am) -  o(W) 0 < m < n
to prove these claims, using the basis o f  K,D chosen above, the intersection 
pairing on Kln is:
y <  ■ T  <*>"V(ta -a ) . ni  w”Vtv ( ta ,-a .) 
J u-o J J v*0 k k
To compute this, the sections i  + , i_  of the normal bundle of V in M
extend to aucotnorphisms of W fixed outside a neighbourhood of V. IJetine
*; ■ i +aj , and ■ i_a^ then represents the same class
in as taj _8j i**Sain identifying with ' l i f t s '  to W°). The point
of this is that a, and a. have d is jo int boundaries in 3w , so:
K J
(ta .-aT )*tVa,
J J « - v \
y \
. 0
i f  v*0 
if v-1 
otherwise
now “ sv ^ (3a j, ^a )^ ( c.f definition of Iy  MJ
and sy and 80
• j * \  "  n {u (ta j-aj ) « t ( t a k - « k) ♦ ( ta .-a^  *(tak-nk) + ~)(ta .-a  .) »t" 1 ( f s ^ y  }
- ni-0Ajk ♦ Ajk + Ay  -  « A y )
• nf(l-n>)A^k ♦ ( I -5) A y )
f where A.^* Sv M( 3«^, ^a )^ ia a Seifert matrix for the Ssifert form on
V } This is the mAtrix of S(1 „  u using the basis n , , , . , a  and so ( I )V tn i r
is proved. When m*0, (»M, and the above shown aj * a^ “  0» 80 that in this 
cose also of* ¡Kr’) -  0 (1 ,V,M) • 0.
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For (2) , le t c c .  be a basis of A ', then
n-1
V “U. LI  «  t  C .“u-u,
u-0 J
* A m , u) to
is a basis of A and cT »^  - ne^ck hence c(*|Am) -  o( • |A) - o(W.), 
proving (2 ).  The following is now established:
CK » lE™) - o(wm,V,M) + o(W) 0 < m < n ui*«
g signatures are defined as follows, H0(W^;C) decomposes into 
H »  H «  H° where ihe intersection form is +vc defin ite, -ve definite 
and zero respectively. For g eG the g signature is
a(g) »  tracefg|H+) -  tracefg|H_)
By similarly decomposing each eigen space i t  is seen that
n-l
2iri /n
o ( t r ) * \ u>rmn ( - \ l w)
m*0
n-l
0 < r < n to* e2ïïi / n
I  wrm{c(*|Em) - 0(-|e° ) } 
m**t
inverting gives:
a (*| fn) -  o(*|f° )  - 1 I  (torm- l ) o ( t r ) 
nr-l
n-l
now of • |Em) -  o(*|e° )  - o(ü)m,V,M) -  o(w°,V,M>
and C(I,V,M) »  0, proving the theorem.
4.1 Remark
In general Tfl,V,M) # 0  fft in 2.2 example 6) so the identification  
on t e r m j  o f  G- Si-^oo.'t, v < t i  J e e j no t  • ■ f f l i j  to  X .
4.4 Corollary (Tarallei Surfaces)
I f  a surface V is properly embedded in M, and m,n arc coprimo 
integers and con ■ 1, then
Of a', mV, M) -  afw’V .M )
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circles in 3M, attach 2-hnndles to as described in (2.181 so that
a new surface without boundary is obtained in a new 1-manifold, having
the same signatures as the or ig ina l. Now double this manifold, which
again does not change o. The foregoing construction works for mV,
using the same 2-handles, only this time attaching m cores of each
handle to the surface mV. Thus i f  the new surface is V ',  and the new
manifold M', we have c(u:,V,M) -o(o),V',M'1 and a(w,mV,M) - 0(to,mV',M’ )
Therefore i t  suffices to consider the case of M,V closed.
Since m,n are coprime (V) and m(V}eH„(M;Z ) have the sameL n
order, and so determine the same n-fold cover M---->M topologically.
However the canonical automorphism t „  for mV is ( t „ ) m where t „mV v V
is the one for V. Thus the eigen space signatures are related by
Proof: as in (2.26) we may assume in > 0. 3V is a number of disjoint
and the result follows by using the connection with ci(io,V,M) given in 
the proof of the theorem.
4.5 Remark
The above proof provides an interpretation ot the signature ot 
a surface pioperly embedded in a 3-tnanifold with boundary, however the 
method is not very natural. I t  does not seen that additiv ity can oe 
proved this way, and in particular any finiteneas result.
4.6 Ano her Signature Theorem
Tf the compact oriented manifold pair haa boundary (M,V)
then it  p is a prime, 0 < r < p, and Er /p i*  eigen space for 
eigen value a' ’ r,p of H2(W : 0  then dim l i^  ^  ^ (W ) for all except 
f in ite ly  many p. Hence
|t(u),v ,m) ♦ o(w) | < e2(w)
( W is the p-fold cyclic cover of W determined by U)
P
for a ll  w .
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Proof: Let F be a f ie ld ,  A - F[l] , then by (3.A) there is an exact 
sequence with coefficients F :
" W -
t-1 -41. (W I « -41,(1»)-I 00
hence coker ( t - l  :H , (W J ---- 4 ^ 0 ^ ; }  -  nF
ker {t-  l :H (W ) -----41, (W ) }  -  m* .I w 1 00
( t )
where n + m »  (?2(W;F). A is a PTD and so
H2(W„) 2 • A/f.ni H,(WJ a * A/*.™*
where f . , g .  ;A are irreducible ( or zero). By (1 ) ,  and because ideals 
are principal, we may sequence f. and p. so that
f .  -  t- i I or 0 for 1 <i <n■tu
g. - 1- 1 ox 0 for 1 <inr <tn
and a ll  the remaining f^,g^ i  t-!1 or 0.
The exact sequence above may also be applied to  the covering 
Wj-----*W resulting in
0 ----- -K:oker{tn-l:H2(Woc) i > } ----- ^ (W  ) ----- kar{tp- l  :H, (W,)-£> } ------4) (21
note that coker tp- l :  A/f &  s A/<f,tP-l>
ker tp- I : A/f a A/<f,tr -!> i f  f 4 0
t  0 i f  f -  0
Now pur g ■ 2 in the above, and observe that tP-1 -  ( r - l ) r over 2 .
P p
then (2) becomes:
n ~ b m
0 -----» •  A/A.------- H,(W ;Z ) — 2-*-» A/B. -— -4) (3)
i-1 1 2 P T l
where A. - f < ( t - l ) p, ( t - l ) ni> i f  * 0
l < ( t - l ) P> i f  f. - 0
B. ■ f 0 i f  a. "  0i * i
l < ( t - ! ) p, ( t - l ) mi> i f  4 o
a l l  the other summands are zero.
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Thus Py <w ;/ > 2 p r
n
l  di 
i " l
< pB,(W;Z )
¿) + V dinipiA/B.) 
i K1
(4)
Now W is compact so H^(W;2f) is finit< ’ y generated, say -  ® t/m. Z
for hu f l .  Hence for a l l  but f in i te ly  many primes p we have :
B2(W;C!) »  P2(W;Z[j) 
and for such p, (4) implies that :
62(Wp;Q) - P S2(W;<<)
(because by Universal Coefficients, <_ (Wp; Ji )^ )
Now use ( I )  and (2) with coefficients F * Q, in this case 0 + . . .+ tP _ l ) 
is irreducible, hence:
A/< f , tp—1> - A/A
where A » 1+ .. .et^- *>, or <tI>- l>
so (2) becomes:
n
*• 0 A/A.- 
i-1 1
tn
* ® a/b, -
i - 1 ’ i
where A^,IL are selected from the last 3 possib il it ies for A.
A summand A/<t-l' does not contribute to any eigen space /p f ° r t > 0
and the other two possible summands each contribute ! to dim_ E , ,f  r/p*
hence dim^ . , < n ♦ m ■ as asserted in the theorem. By (4.1)
|o(w,V,M) + C(W) i < dim_ E .' *“ c r/p
ana since this is true for  a ll  but f in ite ly  many primes p, and all 
0 < r < p, the piecewise, constant nature of o implies that
Itiw.V.M) + 0(W)| < B2(W;Q) for a l l  u> .
The theorem is p-oved.
4■7 Remark
The intersection pairing vanishes on ImiH^Ow^;---- *¡1^(0^)}
and so a better estimate for 0 may be available by this means. However
since dim coker{H,(DW)---- -*H.,(W)} is not a possible bound, the
improvement does not seem obvious.
r s
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Th,w V ' V V  “ - din_(A/A.) + V dim_(A/B.)
b *  i « l  i « l  r l
< pB2(W;Zp) (4)
Now W is compact so H*(W;Z) is f in it« 'y  generated, say - ® Z/m.Z
for nn zt. Hence for a l l  but f in i t e ly  many primes p we have :
B,(W;Q) »  £L(W;Z )2 2 p
and for such p, (4) implies that :
&2<wp;<!) < p32(W;Q)
(because by Universal Coefficients, (L(W ;« )  < 8„(W ;Z > )2 p ** 2 p p
Now use ( I )  and (2) with coeffic ients F * Q, in this case ( l+ . . . + t P ') 
is irreducible, hence:
A/< f , t p—1> « A/A
¿here A »  < l>,<t-l>,< 1 + . . .♦ tr’~ l>, or <tp-l> 
so (2) beccnes:
n ,, m
0 — ► C A/A.--------*H,(W ;Q)----- ► ® A/B.----- K)
i-1 1 1 p i-1 1
where A.,B^ are selected from the last 3 possib ilit ies for A 
A summand A/<t— 1 > does not contribute to any eigen space F,^  
and the other two possible Sunmands each contribute 1 to dim_ E'C r/p’
hence dimr F , < n + m - 6,(W;Q), as asserted in the theorem. By (4.1)w r ( p c
|0(W,V,M) ♦ C(W)i < dimc F.t f
anu since this is true for a ll  but f in i t e ly  many primes p, and all 
0 < r < p, the pieeuwise constant nature of o implies that
|t (w,V,M) + 0 (W) | < B2(W;Q) for a l l  U) .
The theorem is p-oved.
4.7 Remark
The intersection pairing vanishes on ImfH.Ovi ) ---- *11..(0 ) }• f  2 p
and so o better estimate for <3 may be available by this means. However
since dim cokerfH^fDw)-----‘■H^ iW)) is not a possible bound, the
improvement does not seem obvious.
'
i
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35 Further Results & Problems
In this section are collected some questions which are currently 
unanswered or which spice and time prevent a detailed discussion of.
1) Kawauchi has generalised Milnor's duality theorem (Mil) thereby 
obtaining signatures from elements of H' ( M; /). For M,V closed the 
resulting signatures appear to be equivalent to c(u,V,M). As noted earlier 
however, th isc»nnet be the ase for M having boundary ( this failure can
in fact be 'explained'). (Kaw2)
2) The finiteness theorem, i f  generalised (to genus 2 handiebodies) 
seems to imply that the Seirert surface in Fig (3.10) does not contain 
any pair o f  surgery curves. A stronger conjecture than a generalissd
finiteness theorem is "suppose V( , V2 are properly embedded in M, then 
i f  {Vj }  - {V2} pll2fM,9M), then
lo(w,V,,M) -  <j(u ,V2,M)| < }8,(3M) "
Evidence for a l l  this is supplied by (2.18), also a band move in 31 
on the components of ?V does not change o i f  one o f the components of 
3V involved bounds in ?M.
3) Does the condition on a genus 1 knot to be s l ice ,  given in (3.13) 
imply a(u,n) * 0 for all w?
4) 7^  surfaces can be used in place o f ordinary surfaces for
definirg signature for p'th roots of unity. The surfaces constructed
in X for genus I knots project down to Z surfaces in M,r , and it n p n ’
seems l ike ly  that this is closely related to the Casson-Gordon technique.
’ ) I f  K =• 4j in the table of Alexander and Briggs, is used in the 
construction on 80^  ( or a genus 1 knot), can the resulting knot be 
(shown not to be) ribbon ?. That is not slice is detected by the 
condition on the polynomial, and not by any signature condition (hard).
6) I f  genus 2 slice knots are considered, A (t ) -  f ( t ) f ( t  *). Suppose
f ( t )  is quadratic. Then i f  the roots of f  are real, surfaces arise as in
the genus I case, tf the roots are complex, then one constructs surfaces
in by l i f t in g  two different surface pieces and glueing up. This is
what happened in 8 ^  (where the surface piece C is equivalent to A+B;,
and the surface in X is : n
P *• T. (a.A + h.B) 
n .1 J
For 8. q , because rhe roots of f ( t )  are roots of unity, aj and b. are 
periodic in j. In general this does not happen, making, the signature 
behaviour more complex. A ll this, of course, requires a more comprehensive 
finiteness result.
' )  I f  K ■ 4| in the table of Alexander and Briggs, is used in the 
construction on 8 ^  ( or a genus I knot), can the resulting knot be 
(shown not to he) ribbon ?. That 4 ( is not s lice is detected by the 
condition on the polynomial, and not by any signature condition (hard).
6) I f  genus 2 slice knots are considered, A (t ) -  f ( t ) f ( t  *)• Suppose
f ( t )  is quadratic. Then i f  the roots of f  are real, surfaces arise as in
the genual case. I f  the roots are complex, then one constructs surfaces
in Xn by l i f t in g  two different surface pieces and glueing up. This is
what happened in 8 ^  (where the surface piece C is equivalent to A+B),
and the surface in X is : n
P •- T. (a.A ♦ b.B) 
n .1 3
For 8... , because the roots of f ( t )  are roots of unity, a. and b. ate
J J
periodic in j. In gpncral this doe.* not happen, making the signature 
behaviour more complex. A ll  this, of course, requires a more comprehensive 
finiteness result.
Chapter 2 The Universal Abelian Cover of ;• Link
51 Intreduction
riven a Seifert surface for a classical knot, there is associated 
a linking form from which the f i r s t  homology of the in fin ite  cyclic 
cover nay be obtained. This chapter considers classical links of i-wo 
components, and shows how to define a pair of linking forms from the 
analogue of a Seifert surface. From these the f i r s t  homology o f the 
universal abelian (Z !B Z) cover is obtained, thus giving a pratical 
method of calculating the Alexander polynomial. Also a new signature 
invariant for links is defined. The method generalises to any number of 
components; however this is not done here.
Throughout, unless otherwise stated, a link w il l  mean a link of 
two c ircles in the 3-sphere. The main results are (¿.1) which gives a 
presentation of the f irs t  homology of the cover obtained from the 
Hurcwicz homomorphism of the link complement, and (2.4) which gives a 
signature invariant obtained from the presentation matrix tvhtpl* 
vanishes for strongly slice links. This invariant is interpreted in 
terms o f g-signatures in 56. §3 contains a new derivation cf the Torres 
conditions on a link polynomial and §4 shows that these conditions are 
suffic ient for linking number 12 when both components art unknotted 
(this is already known for linking number 0, 11). A new proof is given 
o f  the result of Kawauchi, and independently Nakagcwa, on the Alexander 
polynomial of a slice link.
The material presented here arose out of a study of the method 
Couway used in (C) to calculate potential functions. A proof of Conway's 
identities for the Alexander polynomial in one and two variables is given 
in §7 by manipulating Seifert surfaces. Proofs are also given of some 
o f  the other results from the same paper.
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In this section a pair of linking forms, generalising the Seiftrr 
form, are defined for a link. The matrices of these forms are used to 
describe the f irs t  homology of the universal abelian cover of the l in1» 
complement.
Let V and V be compact pi embedded oriented surfaces in SJ x y
and suppose DV is disjoint from 3V , and that V meets V
x y* x y
transversely. The components of V^n arc of three types called clasp
(or C), ribbon (or R) and c irc le , see Fig (2.1). The 2-complex
S «  V^u Vy is called a C-complex i f  a l l  intersections are clasps, an
R-complex i f  a l l  intersections are ribbon, and an PC-complex i f  ribbon
and clasp intersections are present. An orientation for such a 2-coinplex
is an orientation for e; el of the component surfaces. The boundary of
S, 3S is 63V ,3V ) ,  and the singularity of s, e:(S> ■ V n V .
x y x y
Given a C-complex, define two bilinear forms 
a.BtHjiS)  »  H , (S ) -------
as follows. A 1-cycle u, is called a loop i f  whenever an ant walking 
along u meets t (S ) ,  i t  does so at an end point of t(S).Another wa/ of 
saying this is that a loop behaves 'n ice ly ' or e(S ), by going straight 
across i t  (maybe several timet) and not going along part of a component 
o f e(S) then leaving i t  before the end (see Fig (2.2)). Given two 
elements of Hj(S;Zj, represent them by loops u and v say /this may 
always be done), and define:
a ( {u } , f v } )  - Lk(u ,v)
P ( i u } , M )  * Lk(u +,v)
where Lk denotes linking number, u + Is the cycle in S3 obtained by 
l i f t in g  u o f f  S in the negative normal direction from V , and the positive 
normal direction from V . That u is a loop ensures this car he done
§2 The Algorithm
continuously along f.(S),
is obtained by using the negative directions for both V and V .
x V
Choose a basis { y ....... y } of H (V ) ,  and a basis {y y , }
i g i x  g+i g+h'
of Hj(Vy) and, identifying via inclusion, extend to a Dasis
* • • *yg+h+jt ' Hj(S). Define two integral matrices A,B to be the
matrices of the forms C»,f? using this basis.
Suppose now that L is a link of two components called and l
pi embedded in S' , this is denoted L ■ (L^,L^). A C-con*plex for L is
a connected oriented C-compiex S, such that 9S - T,. (Lemma (3.2) says
that any pair of Seifert surfaces for L may be deformed into a C-complex
for I.) Ihe Hurewicz homomorphism ttf ( S L > ---- *H|(S*-L) induces a cover
X of S*-L, the universal abelian cover. Define G to be the group of
covering automorphisms of X, then G s Z ft Z, and is generated by two
translations x and y, obtained by l i f t in g  meridians of L and L . Definex y
A • Z[G) . Then define a (g*h+k)x(g+h+k) matrix J over
FOF(A) by Jr s "   ^ * — r  ^ 9 *.
in particular, this matrix has entries in A .
(J.Bailey has obtained a presentation for H^(X) by different means, see (B))
- (y - l ) I
- (x-1) I
r < 8
g+l <. r < g+h
g+h+l < r
2.1 Theorem
Hj(X;Z) is presented us a A -module by the matrix
J(xyA + A' - xB - yB')
i7
continuously along f.(S), * • The c^clt. u“ ~
is obtained by using the negative directions for both V and V .
* y
Choose a basis { y . , . . . ,y } of H (V ) ,  and a basis {y ....... . - }
i g i x  g+i g+h'
of and, identifying v ia  inclusion, extend to a oasis
^ ] » ••* g^+h+k  ^ of H^S). Define two integral matrices A,B to be the
matrices of the forms Ct,6 using this basis.
Suppose now that L is a link of two components called L and Lx y
pi embedded in S , this is denoted L " (L^.L^). A C-complex for L is
a connected oriented C-complex S, such that c)S M I.. (Lemma (3.2) says
that any pair of Seifert surfaces for L may be deformed into a C-complex
for 1.) rhe Hurowic;’ homomorphism tr^s ’ -L ) -----^ ( S ’ -L) induces a cover
X of S3-I,, the universal abolian cover. Define G to be the group of
covering automorphisms of X, then C r 7. ft Z, and is generated by two
translations x and y, obtained by lifting, meridians of L and L . Definex y
A - Z|G) . 
KOF(A) by
Then define a (g+hsk)x(g+hsk) matrix J over
(y -0
(x - l ) '
! £ r i  s < g+h-t-k 
r < 8
g+1 £ r < g+h 
g+h+l £ r
2.1 Theorem
Hj(X;Z) is preoentod us a A -module by the matrix 
J(xyA + A' -  xB -  yB’ )
in particular, this matrix has entries in A .
(J.Bailey has obtained a presentation for H^(X) by different moons, see (B))
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¿ . 2 Corollary
The Alexander polynomial of L is 
A(x,y) • (y-1) 8(x - ! )~ hdet(xyA ♦ A' - xB - yB') 
where p * 2genus(V ) ,  h «  2genus(V ) .
x y
The Alexander polynomial as given in (2.2) may vanish. Following 
Kawauchi (Kaw), define 6(1.) «  dim ÍH J fX; Z) *  0(A) ) as a (¡(A) vector 
3pace, by (2.1) this is also nullity(xyA + A' -  xB - yB') as a matrix 
over the fie ld  ()(A). When P(L) s 0, Kawauchi re-defines the Alexander 
polynomial as the hef of the (n-P(L))-minors of an nxn presentation 
matrix for H|(X;if) as a A -module. We w il l  adopt this definition, except 
where stated (noteably in §7).
A link is strongly slice i f  its components bound disjoint locally 
f l a t  discs properly embedded in the 4-ball.
2.T. Theorem (Kaw), (N)
I f  l  is strongly slice then 0(L) - 1, and A(x,y) ■> F (x ,y )F (x~ ',> " ' )  
for some f (x ,y )  eA ,with F ( l , l ) « l .
This generalises the result on the polynomial of a s lice  knot (C ). Let 
to|,ü»2 be complex numbers o f modulus 1, and M the Permitían matrix 
(1 -s-ojj (¡>2) ('A,'j(j) A^ ♦ A '  — OjB — u^B'), and define: 
cr(o)j ,u^2• I-) ■ signature(M) 
n(o)j,<i>2,I.) ■ nullity(M)
t(w .,(i»9,L) - Lim / o(u).ei0>,u),eiO*,L)
‘  ** «♦  4 i* 19 I < {  2
|0jl< Í
Wt wiUC*IL 0" the polychrome signature of L. These definitions are 
motivated by similar ones for knots (T ) , (C. p 32,37).
w
f  %
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( i )  cr and n are invariants of L provided (l-niyOj) i  0, <*,,(*), 4 I
( i i )  I f  !. is strongly s lice then r(o)j ,<o2,L) -  0 for a l l  o>|tu.y
Conway has suggested that i t  is wore natural to consider;
signature (e>te)_A + (O.u>„A’ -  m.JLb -  w.oi-B'l 
in place of the above. This has the advantage of removing the jicno in 
at I-Koju>2 “  0, at the 'expense' of replacing the connection with the 
Alexander polynonial by a- Conmttwn with the potential function .
In 56 i t  is shown that i f  Wj * I ■ with p and q eoprime 
then o ( u ) | fL) may be interpreted in terms of the g- sipnaturcs of a 
certain branched cover of Bu.
2.4 Theorem
Vie (2.1)
loop near a clasp
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( i )  0 and n are invariants of L provided (In iyOj) 4 0, t’ j ,u). 4 I
( i i )  I f  I, is strongly slice then t CWj . h^ .L) - 0 for a l l  u^.o^.
2.A Theorem
Conway has suggested that i t  is more natural to consider; 
signature^».oj.A + u)tw„A’ -  m JLb -  ui.uj.B'}i t  12 12 12
in place of the above. This has the advantage of removing the ju-no in 
at I +uiju)^  ” 0, at the 'expense' of replacing, the. connection with the 
Alexander polynomial by Conntct«n  with the potential function.
In 56 i t  is shown that i f  • I ■ with p anil q coprime 
then (u)j may be interpreted in terms of the g~sipnaturcs of .t
certain branched cover of B1*.
Fig (2.1)
Clasp Ribbon Circle
x
Fig (2.2)
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§3 Homology of the cover
In this section wc establish the presentation for H( (X) given in 
(?..l) and then deduce the Torres conditions on a link polynomial. The 
section ends with some examples. First however we need a supply oi 
C-complexes.
3j_l De f in ition
Riven a surface V with boundary, and an arc ct:[o,lj ■ ->v with
a(0) the only point on 9v, a pnBh along, ft is an embedding p :V----- *V
defined by choosing two regular neighbourhoods of a , N] and N,, meeting 
SV regularly, with Nj<= . Then Pfl|(V - Int N„> -  identity, and pu 
maps N2 homeomorphically onto N, - Tnc Nj. See Fig (3.1 ). Given a pair 
of Seifert surfaces for .1 link, a push along an arc a in is allowed 
only i f  NjO^V » (5. That is to say you are tot allowed to push one 
boundary component through the other. A push in Vy is similalry defined.
Fig 3.1
3.2 Lemma
Any pair of Seifert surfaces for a 1 ink may be isotoped keeping 
their boundaries fixed to give a C-complex.
Proof: First make the surfaces trsnsverse, and then remove an outermost
on V circle component of V nV by pushing in along an arc from V to x k y x
that c irc le . This transform»» the circle into a ribbon intersection. 
Continue in this way until a l l  circles have been removed, note that this 
process does not introduce new circles. Next remove the ribbon im cisect- 
ions, in any order, bv pushing along an arc from the boundary of one of 
the surfaces to the ribbon intersection replacing i t  by two clnspg, The
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resulting isotopy has moved the link, but only by an Ambient isotopy, 
completing the proof.
3..1 Definition
Let S be an oriented r-complex, then there is a natural splitting 
0 -----*H,(Vx> » H j iV y ) ----- -HjiSl------^ 0(eS )----- >0
given hy specifying ^ (a)*fH | (Vx) 9 H ,(V )} - 0 where • is the 
intersection pairing (which is well defined between the cycles specified) 
The basis {y^} of Hj(S) given in §2 is called a preferrtd basis i f
fV h + l ......V h + k } is a basis °f In **
Proof of (2.1)
Define T and T to be solid torus neighbourhoods of I, and I 
x y x y
respectively, and let N be a regular neighbourhood in S3- (T u T 1 of 
_________  x y
Sn iST - (T v T ) }  . Define R - 8N - 3(T u T ) and X - c l (S 3-  N ).
x y x y
K may bo constructed as follows, let V’ »  cl(V -  (V n V )* I )  and
x x x y
V' ■ cl(V - (V «V  ) * I ) .  Take 2 parallel copies of V' and 2 parallel 
y y * y x
copies of V' and glue up round the clasps (- (V  nV )xdl) to form P. 
y x y
The 2 parallel copies of can be labelled +,- as determined by 
orientations, similarly for V\ Define V_+ to be the subset of R
Vy+ isec Fig (3 .A i i ) )  and let i _ 4 be defined by the following 
commutative diagram:
Fig (3.2)
H|(S) —
Deformat ion^
incl.
,(X)
l inci.
H | (V_+) ------------ Ml, (R)
Similarly define i __, i +_ and i ++ ( see Figs (3.4) i ,  i l i ,  tv)
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yip 0-3) Fig (3.4) t
V
.♦ y
i Vx
v__
Cross section of a clasp Fig (3 .A) i i i
Fig (3.5)
Fig (3.4) ii
I
Fig ( j .A ) iv
L v+♦
X* *p
s ’ s
Write p:X----- ►S’ - 1. for the universal abelian cover; because S is
connected p 1(S) separates X into components which arc l i f t s  of X, and 
so Hj (X;2T'» is generated as a A-module by ( l i f t s  o f )  H( (X;7>. Py 
inspection one sees that the following relations hold between these 
generators:
c* CHj(Vx) i4+0(a) ■ xi__0(u)
a cHj(V ) i++0(a) ■ yi__0(a)
u £Hq(;S) i++0^ a) ■ xi_+G(a) ♦ yi+_0(u) - xyi__0(o)
A
{0 is the natural isoroorpism Hj (S) S H( (V^) 9 Hj(Vy) f* HQ(cS)} . The 
third set of relations are suggested by Fig (3.5 ), the proof that this is 
indeed a presentation of H|(X;7) is deferred.
It is clear tliat:
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& * V V  *■__9(a) "  (a) »nd i +_9 (a) •• i ++0(a)
a FH1 < V  i._9Ca) - i +_e<■«) and i ++6(ct) - i . +0(o)
Therefore the relations may be re-written:
a eHjiV^) (y - l ) " ' l x y i_ _  + i ++ - xi_+ -  y i+_}6Ia) -  0
a cH ,O n  ( x - l ) ' ' { x y i _ _  ♦ i ++ -  xi_+ -  y i +_}0(ot) -  0
A
a eH0(eS) Cxyi__♦ i ++ - xi  ^ -  y i+_}9 (a ) =■ 0
The linking forms 0,0:11, (S) ® H,(S)------*■/ are given bv:
a ( {u } , {v> )  - Lk(i_u,v)
6 ( { « } , f v } )  » Lk(i_+u,v)
and the matrices A,B of a,p with respect to a basis are also the 
matrices of i__ and i_ + sith respect to 3 dual basis of H( (X ) . Observing
that Lk(i__u,v) * Lk(u,i++v) i t  follow? that the matrix of i ++ i s  A'
and in a similar fashion, the matrix of i +_ is B'. Tin's transforms the 
presentation abovt for H^X) into the form given in (2.1).
Derivation of relations 
A presentation ror Hj (X,2f) is giver by:
*HJ(P' I (X)) © H jip - 'O O )----- *H, (X)------A)
(this is iron the Mayer Vietoris sequence for p~'(X),p_ l (H) ) Ve w i l l
show that k is surjective so that Pj (X) e 11 (p"1 (X))/j ker k. In order
to compute Hf (p ' (N ) ) ,  retract N down onto a l-dimcnnional spine formed
by the spines P of V -T and P of V -T . In i t ia l ly  suppose that V x x y  y y x x
and V are discs, then P is a wedge of circles, one for each clasp, cut
y ^
open thise circles in to create a tree P  ^ (see Fig 3.6), and similarly 
create P ' . Label the clasps of *! I to (n * l ) ,  and label the terminal 
vertices of P  ^ 1 ,1 ,2+,2 , . . . ,  (n+l) + , (n+1) , where the f  sign is 
determined by the direction 1. pierces V at the clasp. Thu vertices ofy a
P' arc similarly labelled.
V 1
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P “ spine p‘ ‘ (N) « { ( P % P ' )  x (7  9 7)}/^x y
where identifies vertices labelled - in ( i + l , j )  with their count­
erparts labelled + in P' ( i , j ) ;  -  vertices in P' ( i , j + l )  «rith ♦ verticesx y
in P* ( i , j ) ; and -  vertices in P1 ( i , j )  with the corresponding -  verticesy x
in
Fig (3.6)
and 2n 1-chains 8“ eC( (P^)
P P x y
1
r O ' C X
1 —r +  1 1
P'
.+ y— i
2 2 » --»2
with 3a  ^ - ( f+H *  - r
with 38* «  U+D* "  i *
I < 1 < nt-1 ra
1 < l  < n
then 3n+l l-cycles in Zj(P) 8 A are defined as follows;
Ki mai -  h
V  ° i "  y " ' aI
wi  "  \  ~ x" ' ei
I < 1 < n
I < i  < nm asn
1 < 9. < n
V * cycle running round 4 l i f t s  of one vertex 
(p *xp +xyp -*vp T>)
then i t  is clear that these cycles freely  generate Hj(P) * Hjfp *(N)) 
as a A-module.
Fig (3.7) Part of P
«¡-yS
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Noxt. va calculate H, (?“ ' ( » ) ) ,  R l i f t s  to X so H (p_ , (K)) ? H (R) «  A
A *
and Hj(R) 3 AHq(cS) ® <v> , where v is represented by a cycle running
round the four glued up segments round some chosen clasp (V  - p(o) )
A
Tha labelling of the clasps determines a labelled basis of H()(eS) namely
f [vertex(S.+ 1)J -  [vertex(£.)] }  I < i  < n, and via <M0(CS)------^ ( (b)
a basis {y . }  of H j(S). Then c basis o f  Hj(R) as a Z-module ( and H1(p“ , (R>) 
as a A-module) is {v , i _ j r £, i_ +Yy ,l++Y4. { f_Y ) («buse of i _ + and the 
other maps cornea from factoring through H,(R> as shewn in r ig  (3.21 )
We can now describe the map k:Hj(p-1(R)) ----- ♦H] (p " ' (N l)  using
these oases (re fer to Fig (3.7) )
k ( v )  -  V
k (i- Y £> -  -  «I
k ( i+_Y^) - xa~ - 8* -  xP2 k ( i. +Y; ) -  a j  -  y e ; -  y « £ -  A£) k ^++Y£) -  x a j -  y S j -  xy(d£ -  X£)
j rom which it  follows that k is surjective and ker{k. is generated by:
(xyi__ ♦ i ++ - xi_+ - y i+J y £
This completes the derivation of the relations in the case that V and
x
 ^ Are discs. In the general case when V and V_ have non-zero genus,/ x y
H,(F) is enlarged by 2H|(Vy) • 2Hj(V ) .  the construction of P proceeds
much as before, except that P^  is not o tree any longer, having a wedpe
of e l i d e s  arising from spine(V ) ,  similarly P '.  This means that extrax y
elements are added to the basis of Hj (P) and HJ('p“ ' (R ) ) ,  and kerik) is 
enlarged by (xi__ - i ^ j H , ^ )  and (yi__ -  i +t)Ht (Vy) as required, 
completing the proof of (2.1).
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3» 4 Defin it ion
A tangle is a proper embedding of tvo oriented arcs, end any 
number of oriented circles in a 3-ball.
3.5 _Lemma
Suppose a knot, or link, I is separated by a 2-sphere S into tvo
• £
tangles in S . Then a Seifert surface may be chosen for each component 
of L such that the totalitij of these surfaces meet S transversely in 
tvo arcs.
This will be used to prove various identities between invariants of 
related links in §7.
Proofs Number the points of intersection of L with S I to 4, and choose 
a component B of S’ - S. We suppose the numbering is do^e so that there 
is an arc in B whose endpoints are 1 and 2, and another arc in B vhos . 
endpoints are 3 and 4. Choose two disjoint arcs on S, a with endpoints 
1 and 2, and 8 with endpoints 3 and 4. The components of the link in B 
formed by a ,3 and In  B bound surfaces in B which meet S in a and B(eg
Se ifert 's  algoritm for tracing out Seifert circuits applied to each
component in turn w ill  produce 3uch surfaces). Similarly there is a
surface in c l (S 3- B) also meeting S in a and 8 only. These two sets of
surfaces joined along «  and 8 arc the required surfaces.
3.6 Theorem (Torres)
The Alexander polynomial of a Link L of tvo components sat is f ies :
( i )  A (x,y) i  A(x * 1,y ' )
( i i )  I f  8(L) - 0 then A (x,l )  4 A (x ) . ( l -x * )/ ( l -x )
where * denotes equality up tc multiplication by a unit of A ia tx ryS.
A is the linking number of the two components. A(x) is tlu Alexander 
polynomial of the x-component.
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Proof: ( i )  is immediate from (2 .1 ). For ( i i ) ,  using a preferred bisis
of Hj(S) the linking matrices A,B have the shape:
V V  " (Vy) H0(£S)
V V  f c D E [ c D E1
A “
y v F G B - ! D' F' C \
HQ(eS) [_ E’ G’ K 1 E’ c  l J
I f  R(L) * 0 then
"xC-C’ (x-1)D (x-l)E
A(x, 1) -  tier 0 F-F' 0
_° 0 x(K-L)+(K-I.)'
-  det (xC-C) det (F-F ') det txM+M') ;M - iC - L
Now C is a Seifert matrix for the x-component, so dec(xC-C')"A(x). F is 
a Seifert matrix for the y-componeut so det(F-F') =* I. Finally we show 
below thut det(xM+M'j depends only on the linking number of tiie two 
components, and evaluating for a simple link gives ( l —y. S/O-x) , see (A.7) 
I t  is well known chat any knot can be changed into the unknot by 
changing crossovers, this is easily extended to: any link may be changed 
into any other link of the same linking number by changing crossovers 
at which both strings belong to the same component. Let L' be the link 
L with a single such crossover changed. Using (3.5) choose a C-complex 
S for L such that a C-complex S' for L' is obtained by adding a fu l l  
twist to ont of the component surfaces of S next to the changed crossover,
The matrix M in the matrix of (t»-'D |fip(CS), and adding a twist to S 
changes a and R by adding to each a syimretiic form y. Thus or£ is  
unchanged, completing the proof.
6P
3.7 ___Lemma (F.aw corol 2.3)
Let L ■ (L ,L^) be a link of two components, then R(L) »0 or I.
Proof: If AL(x,y) i  0 then M is a torsion module, so f (L )  • 0. Otherwise
\ ( ’ .D  * Lk(I.x,I^)-0,choose a C-complex S for L and let Sj be obtained
frori S by removing one clasp, so that S( 13 a C-complex for a link L ( with
linking number - A (1,1) - 41. Thus the module M. for l, is a torsion 
L | 1
moduLe. Putting bark the clasp adds u single row and column to a 
presentation matrix for Mj giving a presentation matrix for M. This 
la tter has nullity (equal to R(L) ) at most 1, completing the proof.
3.8 Proposicion
I f  L is a link of two components with R(L) »  I then A (x ,1)|
x
and in particular A(1,1) «  ±1.
Proof: In the proof of (3.6), i f  R(L) »  1, xM+M' must be singular
and, as in the proof of (3.7), we may assume that removing the last row
and column gives a non-singular matrix, with determinant 
A(x). Hence a generator of the (principal) idea) generated by the 
(n -l )  minors divides A(x), completing the proof.
3.9 _Defin it ions
A boundary link is a link whoso components bound disjoint Seifert 
surfaces, A split l ink is n link in which the components can he separated 
by ?-«pheres. A pure link is .a link a l l  of whose components are unknotted.
Remark: for  a boundary link it  is clear that A (x , l )  • A .
x
3.1D Corollary
I f  and V form a C-complex io r  L, and k is the number of clasps 
then k >_ 1 ♦ 6(L) * depree^Afx.y) - 2ganue(V)
unless |3(L) ■ 1 and degveexA(x,y) ■ 2g,.>ius(V )^ CJ
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3.11 Kxample s
1) The method of using C-complexes makes i t  easy to construct links
with a specified H( (X). To illustrate this, we produce a link having 
the same H^X) as the unlink, by starting with a C-complcx for the unlink 
and then knotting or geometrically linking the isthmuses used for the 
clasps
Tie into a knot k 
without twisting. 
The ¿-fold cover of S' branched over the (unkr.otted) 
two l i f t s  of the y-component each of which is k#k, 
nor-tr iv ia l .
x-component contains 
hence the link is
2) Below is a strongly slice link with A(x,y) -  I and & - (xJ-x+ l )J
'x
so the link cannot be a boundary link.
link
A » B -
\ a 6 y 6
r
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l-y l-y
o 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 l-x
0 0 0 » 1 0 0 0 x-l X
1 -1 1 2 1 X -x >:-l 2x-2 x-l
11 -1 0 1 " , l-x -1 x-l l-x
A -  hcf{x?-x+l,(1-y)(.!-2x),CI_y)(-x)} . hef fxa-x*l ,x , . i(2 -x)} * t
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3) This is an example of a pure split  link, two different C-ccmple.'es 
are u3ed for giving a presentation of ^ (X ) ,  one using dlsjoini Seifert 
surfaces, the other using a C-cotrplex formed from two discs, fortunately 
both give the same module!
m2
9
2
0 0 1
0 1 1/0
1 0 0
0/1 0 0
entries of A and 
B coincide except 
where shown.
This P-complex is not connected, this can be achieved by adding a t r iv ia l  
pair of clasps which enlarges both A and B by a row & column of zeroes. 
The resulting presentation of H^(X) is :
f 0 0 0 0 0 ]
I 0 0 0 -1 X-1 I
0 0 0 y-1 y |
0 x x -1 0 0
0 y-1 - 1 0 0
which gives the module /. ft A/fxy-x+l) ® A/(xy-y+l)
A
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3) This is an example o f a pure sp lit  link, two different C-ccmple.^es 
are used for giving a presentation of ^ ( X ) ,  one using disjoint Se ifert  
surfaces, the other using a C-complex fomned from two discs, fortunately 
both give the same module!
y
m2 s
•
2
0 0 1
0 1 1/0
1 0 0
0/1 0 0
entries of A and 
R coincide except 
where shown .
This C-complex is not connected, this 
pair of clasps which enlarges both A 
The resulting presentation of H( (X) i
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
x-1
y-l -I
0 
-  J
y-i
o
o
0 1
I
x-1
can be achieved by adding a t r iv ia l  
and B by a row & column of zeroes.
■ :
which gives the module A 9 A/fxy-x+l) « A/(xy-y+l)
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a 0 Y
0 0 1/C
A/B ■= 0 0 -1/0
1 -1 0
This gives the presentation:
r
0 0 xy+l-y |
1
0 0 -(xy+l-y) j
i xy+l-x -(xy+l -x) 0
which again gives the module / <* JV(xy-x+l) ® A/(xy-y*l)
Incidentally, this link is also strongly s lice , and the module structure 
is as predicted by (3.3).
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a 3 Y
0 0 l/C
A/B - 0 0 -1/0
I -1 0
'fhi6 gives the presentar
r
0 0 xy+1
1
0 0 -(xy+1
! xy+l-x -(xy+1 -x) 0
which again gives the module A ¥ A/(xy-x+l) # A/(xy-y+l) 
Incidentally, this link is also strongly s lice , and the module 
is as predicted by (3.3).
structure
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54 Generating I.ink polynomials
The Torres conditions on a polynomial are known to characterise 
2-component link polynomials for linking numbers 0 and ±1, sot (B ) , (L ) .  
On the other hand Hillman has shown (H) that (for linking number |A| '•*>) 
there is an additional necessary condition when the Alexander polynomial 
of one c f  the components has a cyclotomic factor which divides (x^ ’ -1). 
Tins suggests looking at links in which both components have t r iv ia l  
Alexander polynomial, and we snow that under this extra hypothesis 
the Torres conditions also suffice when |"| » 2 .  I t  is also shown that 
every link polynomial is  generated by a link in which each component has 
a Seifert surface of minimal genus compatible with A (x ,1) aud A ( l , y ) .
Tn particular for % * 0, a l l  link polynomials are realised by pur« links.
an intersection permutation in the permutation group on n elements as
the direction given by the orientation of L^, label the remaining clasps
thus a correspondence i —*C(i) foi 1 < i  < n where d ( i )  is the label
n-cycle p ( i )  B i * l  mod n.
4.2 l.emma
Kvery link has a C-complex for which the intersection permutation 
is the identity.
and i f  £ f  0, and A (x , I )  * (1-x ) / ( I —x) and A ( l ,y )  « (1-y )/ ( l - y )
then A is the polynomial of a pure link.
4 . I Definition
Given a C-compler V. uV tor an oriented link (L ,L ) ,  define* y x y
follows. On V choose a clasp and label i t  I, then going round V in
^ X
given by V to the clasp labelled i on V . This is defined up to choicey x
of clasp labelled 1, ie up to conjugation of C by pr , where p is the
Proof:
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4_.3__Defin it ion
An equivalence relation on the set of C-complcxes for links in 
defined by requiring:
f i )  A ll C-oomplexes for the same link to be equivalent.
( i i )  I f  two C-coniplexes for d ifferent links have the same linking 
forms (identified via some horaeomorphism of C-coraplexes)they 
are equivalent.
this is called S-equivalence . I t  is clear chat S-equivalent C-eomplexes 
determine isomorphic homology modules for the; r respective covering spaces.
4.4 Proposition
Every C-eomplex is S-equivalent to one in which the Seifert pairings 
on each individual surface are non-singular.
Proof: Trotter (T1) proves that given a knot k with Seifert surfuce V 
and Seifert matrix A (using some basis o f  Hj(V) ) there is antahet knot 
k' with Seifert surface V' and Seifert matrix A and a second Seifert 
surface V" for k' having non-singular Seifert matrix A".
Given a link (L ,L ) ,  choose knots L' and L' as above lying inx y x y
S* and separated from each other by a 2-sphere. Let tit« surfaces for th''*.*
knots(having the same Seifert matrices as the given surfaces V ,V for 1 .L )
x’ y y. y'
be V' and V '.  Pegarding V' and V' as discs with bands attached, link the
x y x )
bands of V' with those of V  in the same manner as those of V and V 
x y x y
are linked. Next introduce the required number of clasps between V  and
V  ensuring that the intersection permutation is the same as for V o V
Y x y
and link the isthmuses used for the clasps in the same way as those of 
V^i/V^ are linked. The resulting link I.' ( “boundary of new ) has
been constructed to have the same linking matrices A,B as the given 
C-complcx f r r  L. However I.' possesses another C-romplex obtained bv
deforming minimal Seifert surfaces V", V" for L ',  L' which gi\cs thex y x y
required C-complex, completing the proof.
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4.5 Corollary
I f  a link L has Alexander polynomial A with
A (x , l )  - A ( l ,x )  • ( l - x ' ? ^)/(1-x)
then there is  a pure link having the same Alexander polynomial as the 
original.
Proof: I f  9 + 0, the Torres conditions imply that the Alexander polynomial 
of each component is t r iv ia l ,  and this implies that non-cingular Seifert 
matrices for the components are t r iv ia l  ( ie  0x0 ) so that the previous 
result provides a link L' whose components bound discs, as required.
For l  »  0, che result follows from the proof o f (4.10) which shows that 
a l l  such polynomials arise from pure links.
4.6 Definition
Following Conway, we define the potential function of a link to l>e 
7(x,y) -  dctixyA + x 'y 1A* -  xy -  x 'yB').det J.det J
this is defined up to mil implication hv ±1 (but see §7). Clearly
T’(x»y)  "  tx y*A(x‘ ,y~) , and the reason for introducing V is
to simplify the symmetry property » f  the Alexander polynomial. The potential 
function of a knot we w ill take to be V(x) - det^xA ♦ x ' a ' }  {Conway 
has an extra factor of (x - x *) here} .
4.7 The Si mple l ink
The simple link of linking number 9 is the (2,2£) torus l in k t (g)
p 51 . Another way of describing this is the boundary o f  an annulus in
S whose cove is unknotted with 9 fu l l  twists in, the orientation of 
components is such that they both represent the sanw class in ii_(annulus).
I t  w ill be convenient to have a standard C-complex for tbe simple link
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y x
£ > 0 clasps
is the matrix 
xyA+x 'v IA,-xy” 1»-x~'yB' 
for the simple link using the 
C-eomplex and basis shown.
L2 *■ -(xy + !/xy)
h-> 1 4  1
I
o xy -xy-l/xyj
H “
define P. . £+1det Lf * ( - I T  ‘ (x y )- -  (xy) -£
-I
for £> 0
xy -  (xy)
For £ 0, changing the crossovers in tlie above diagram gives a C-complex
for this case, and it  is clear that this multiplies the matrices A,B by 
- I .  Thus p_t* ( - | ) ,,-IP .
A potential satis fies the Torres conditions i f  and only i f  i t  may 
be written as:
S V y  + Xh<*ty> where X ■ (x-l/x)(y-l/y)
V are the potentials of the components and :x y
i f  £ is even then h cAeven i f  £ is odd then heAodd
sym syiu
A is the subset of A of polynomials with h(x,y) -  h(x~1 »y"” *)
and A0f d is the subset of A in which polynomials only have terms of edd
degree in both x and y, Aoven £» the subset in which polynomials only
have terms with even degree in both x and y. Than
Aodd - A n A0ud and Aev«n .  A n A®v« n . eym sym »ym sym
A
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x-or some choice of > < i  < X define an N*N matrix A over Q(A)
rf
by
b  i
a, °  a.
L V i  0 J
wheie ■= l/o. (a2i _ i . « 2i ) « {  f^/y.xyj.ix/y.l/xyj.iy/x.l/xyj.iy/x.xy)} 
and derine A^'-1 - d< c of minor obtained by deleting i 'th  row A j ' th  eoTumr
A.8 Lemma
I f  i < j and i  ■ 1, j i  0 mod 2
then - ( - l ) (N+i- :H )/ 2  V  a .
k“ i *
A1 so 4 : i - and in nil other cases
Iroof: 3y transpoping A i f  necessary, we may suppose that row i  < column j 
Suppose that i  • 0, then expanding A^ .,J from the top le ft  corner, one 
♦ inds Llsere is no non-zero term for the ( i - l l ' t h  row. By reversing 
the row and -olumn numbering, the same thing happens i f  (|«-N-j) ■ 0 
io j • I . In the remaining esse i n  1, j  a 0 and
V J • II det 
k-1
[• °!k-1
^ k - l
• det d ia g f f i j .S ^ ,....... 6 ^ , )
S /2
IT dat 
k»!4j/2
¿k-l
02k-l 0
using ■ I gives the stated result. I f  A was transposed at the start 
of the proof, i t  is clear from the definition of A  ^ that A^’ * ■ t / A ^  ,
7 7
d e f i n e  x ' V * ' 8 '' '  “
i - l
r  ° k  
k - 1
S O
- r -  - s -  1 - 1
x  v  -  n p.
k - 1  k
F o r  s e m e  c h o i c e  o f
a 0 , a 2 * •
i n t e g r a l  m u l t i p l e s  o f X  ,  d e f i n e  a t '.
( M + D ^ C N + i )  m a t r i x
a o
x y
a 2
0  0 _______ 0
* N
l/xv
a2
usinR the proceeding lemma to expand by the top row gives:
det ^  -  ( - l ) N/ )a0 -f " f  ( - , ) W 2)-k r2k yi2k + x~r2k y"s2k)
k-1
By suitably choosing a . ,  p, and this determinant can be any
h e ;.\even sym
t> .9 Lemma
Given an there is a Ocotnplex for the simple link of linking 
number 1 such that, using a suitable basis,
^  -  fxyA ♦ fl/xy)A' -  (x/y)B - (y/x)B')
Ptoof: The C-comp)ex is built up by starting with the standard Octitplex 
and iterat ive ly  replacing the end clasp in the C-complex by 3 claspa. 
Without loss wr suppose the end clasps to be:
y *
7ri
Figs ( i )  to ( i v )  show 4 possible substitutions togerher with the extra 
basis elements which produce the necessary matrix enlargements. The clasp 
in the box in each case is the new eud clasp.
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Given H > 0 and h E Aeven 
sym
4.10 Theorem
there is a pure link with potential
+ AP , -I t - |
Proof:
C»se 1 i  >2
The pure link shown below has a matrix
~(xy + 1/xy) 4 a.
I /
/
[ t ' f x y  *2 0 a4 0 . . .  0 « jj
1 /xy
*•>L
0
° *4 
0
\  !
f.-l rows
N >
Tills bus det - dor det + det L j ^  | dot ^  which by the 
proceeding remarks gives tie result.
£. fu ll twists (5 shown)
by doing the linking carefully, the y-component can be le ft  unknocted 
(the number«: show part of the ordered basis o f «¡CS) )
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Case^  2-_B 0
By the above technique, ^  can be realised b> a pure link with 
linking number zero.
Case 3 y. ■ I
In this case » 0, so the result reduces to asking for V1 «  
which is realised by the simple link, completing the proof of the theorem.
4.11 Corollory
The Torres conditions arc sufficient for a polynomial to be a link 
polynomial when l  * 0 or 2, and in addition both components ore 
unknotted.
This follows from the theorem on noting that F I.
4 .J 2 Proposition 
Civen l  > 2, and ^|i 2^ t‘ A *^ r there is a liuk with potential
V , P i ^ PM (V V  ♦ XV 2hlh2
Proof: The matrix below can be realised using the idea in the proof o f 4.10
then hj ■ det for i ■ 1,2 . Further datsils are l e f t  to the render.
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4 Proposition
Given i  > 2 and for l odd/cven h C A‘xlc’ /even
sym there is a link
having potential
V - P£ + Xh + X*gPi _2
for some g f  Aeveneven
Proof: f, » 2 is dealt with by (4.10), so we assume l  > 3. The matrix 
shown below is realised by the C-complex indicated.
link according to a_—>a„
L N
We w il l  omit further details beybond commenting that in the evaluation 
of the determinant, the standard matrix for the simple link appears with 
the f i r s t  tow and last column ommitted, and this matrix is upper 
triangular, g consists of terms quadrutic in the a..
Ll 0
a0-(xytl/Xy)
. 0 a,N
l/xy
0 0
0
V fu ll tvinto (4 shown)
r
F H = P
twist a^/X times and C-complcx realising A^ ,
4.14 Remark
Bailey's presentation (B) of Hj(X) makes i t  clear that
P* + AP*h h e A
odd
sym
is realisable ( in contrast to 4.7 ) .  In (B) i t  is noted that i f
h t  A tdcl there are h c  A ° uC‘ sym I syn
, „ «even ... h„ c A   withsym
h ■ Pjhj + P^_( when % is odd 
ami a similar result when 1 is even. So it  would seen« plausible that 
the Torres conditions are sufficient foi pure links.
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In this section an elementary proof is given of the properties 
of p and t given in (2.4). Th>: proof of invariance is based on an 
examination of how one C-complex for a link may be transformed into any 
other C-complex for the link, and is a generalisation of a proof in the 
knot case where Seifert  surfaces nay be transformed into one another by 
adding and removing hollow handles (Chap 1, ?.?) . Fundamental to this 
proof is the Isotopy lemma which gives a pair of elementary ambient 
isotopies of the components of a C-complex from which an arbitrary 
isotopy can be built up. The proof of cobordiam invariance based on 
ribbon links does not seem to extend to links in homology spheres 
bounding homology 4-balls. However a separate proof of cobordisci invariance 
based on the C-Signature theorem is given in §(j which does apply in this 
more general setting.
5 ■ I The T.sotopy Lemma
Suppose that S * V ii V and S' ■ V1 yV' are C-complexes for a x y x y
link and that V is ambient isotopic re l i)V to V' and V is ambient x x x y
isotopic rel 3V^  to V'_. Then S may be transformed into S' by a sequence 
of the following operations and their inverses:
(10) Ambient isotopy of S rel i)S.
(11) Add a ribbon intersection between V and V (see Fie 5.1)x y
(12) Push in along an arc to convert a ribbon intersection into 
two clasps.
§5 Cobordism Invariance of Polychrome Signalure
or same thing with x and y interchanged
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First a preliminary:
5_. 2 Lemma
With the hypotheses of (5 . i )  there are other such ambient ibotepies 
with and transverse throughout the isotopy except at a £imte 
number o f points, each of which occurs at a different 'time'.
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lroo f of (5.1): we assume an isotapy with f in ite ly  many critical points 
a s  given bv the preceeding lemma. The proof will employ the idea of 
pushing in alonq n wandering ->rc, that is an embedding.:
is to squash the isotopy sideways to get the c r it ica l poinl3 into the
desired form, and V n V becomes a subset of the original (for a l l  t ) .
* y
Consider a critical point c lying in the interior of noth V and V
x ;
choose an arc a from 3V^  to c and push in along a just before c appears
then remove the push-in just after c would have appeared. In this way c
is removed at the expense of additional boundary cr it ica l points (ie
lying on 3V or )V )7 a x y
Example (movie of vx 0 V )
Here in a l is t  of the possible types of boundary cr it ica l point!(up to 
interchange of x and y, nnd time reversal which is indicated by a - sign)
-+V xlx
such that Pa lvx*t ts a push along ar. arc 0^:1----- *V . The effect of this
x
y
becomes ( *  denotes a bounuary cr it ica l point) 
x
arc c*
x X
(Bl)
x
X
X
Step 1 Convert B4 to (:ots of) B3
* circle is bom by Bw and dies by -B4. Push in r.long an arc to 
the circle just before birth and keep the arc breaking the c^rc'n during 
the lifetime o f  the c ircle. However i f  a point o f  (}V ) ri V approaches 
this arc (which would cause to pass through push in along
another arc in just before impact, and withdraw the original arc. In 
this way the c irc le  can be kept broken until i t  dies.
The idea is to convert everything to B1 and B2.
new arc
Step 2 Convert B3 to B2 + B5 + (-B2)
Push in along an arc in just before the cr itical point and 
remove *-he push-in just after.
St«£ 3 Convert B5 to Bl + B2 + (-B2)
Push in along a wandering arc in which travels along the
component of V o V in which the critical point appears, and then make
*  y
the arc bulge sideways before the cr it ica l point appears.
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t*=-l
1
y
he conk 8 :
x
y
r.--l
t»0
x
X : V;
y
1*1
X
!
4
y
arc shown dotted
y
t-o t-i
Tins completes the proof of tl>e Isotopy lemma.
By (2.7) in chapter I, any two Seifert surfaces for a knot are the 3ame 
after adding hollow handles and disjoint 2-sphores. In fact
the 2-spheres can be cancelled with l-bandlcs, leaving jest the latter. 
Combining this with the isotopy lemtua gives:
b.3 Proposit ion
Given two C-complexes for a link, the” .nay be transformed into 
the ;-.ame C-cnmplex by a sequence of the following
(10) Ambient isotopy of entire Ocoiuplex
(11) Add a ribbon intersection
(12) Convert a ribbon intersection into two clasps by pushing 
along rn ar<
(H) Add a hollow handle to V disjoint from V , or to V disjoint
x y y
from V . x
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Let F be an RC-complex, and choose a ribbon intersection r in F. 
Remove from F a small disc centred on the mid point of r, and lying in 
the component surface of F in which the endpoints of r are interior 
points, see Fig (5.2). Let S be a C-complex obtained from F by the above 
construction at each ribbon intersection of F, then S is said to be 
obtained by puncturing F. Hie linking forms a ,6 for S are uniquely 
determined by F.
5.4 Do_fin i_c i on
Let F be an RC-complex,.and F1 an RC-oomplex obtained from F by 
pushing in along an arc a in F to convert some ribbon intersection into 
two clasps. Let S be a C-eomplex obtained by puncturing F, and S1 a 
C-corr.plex obtained by puncturing F , we may suppose that sl »  SnF1. 
Choose a standard neighbourhood l! of oi in S of the form shown in Fig 
(5.3). Pick loops e j , . . . , e  representing a basis o f H( (S) such that 
e. misses U fot i > 4 and e. n U is as shown in Fig (5.3) for i  < 4.l l °  ™
The loops e,), . . . , c [i represent a basis o f H ,(S ').  The matrix
(1 ♦to,to,) (to, O^ A ♦ A' - to,B * to0F') for S
[ • 0 0 4» 0 . . .
0 0 -(OjU *0)2<f> 0 . . .
Q - 5 -lOj®
♦ -o2* ii
0 0
0 “ m. ♦to­
l) » ( 1 —OU j )t)
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Qj is the matrix obtained from Q by ommitting the f i r s t  row and column, 
thus Qj is the corresponding matrix for S1. Then i t  is seen from the 
matrix Q that:
signature(Q) " signature(Qj) 
and nullity(Q) m nullity (Qj) + I
We may therefore use an RC-coraplex for calculating signature and nullity 
for a link, and the. above shows that converting a ribbon intersection 
into two clasps does not change 0.
In older to complete thp proof of the independence of 0 and n from 
choice of Ocomplex used, by (5.3) i t  suffices to consider the effect of: 
( I I )  Add a ribbon intersection
(H ) Add a hollow handle to Vx x
(H ) Add a hollow handle to V
y y
In each case the result is an enlargement of Q o f  the form :
v i t ' s  conjugate tranupot a .and
Thus a and n are invariants of the link provided w + 0 in any of the above, 
thus proving (2.4)1.
Q
11V 0
f 1- v ---- * w
L 0 W 0
where v in a complex column matrix,
( ID w or w ■ (I**),|(J2) or (u
' V
w or w ■ l l * “ ll***21*o-o)2:
w or w • 1 1+U'|1^1 •(it»*,:
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5.5 Definition
Suppose that D and D are two 2-disct immersed in S7 without x y
triple points, with 9d o 31) <* 0, and such that the only intersectionsx y
both self and mutual are of ribbon type. Then (9l) ,?b ) is a ribbon l i nk.
« A l i *
cut t cross join
___ loop
---- pushed in
The self intersections of each disc can be modified to produce orientable 
surfaces by cutting and cross joining at the intersections as shown in
an R-complcx for L, push in along some ar. s to get a C-eomplex 3. Now 
pick loops on S representing an ordered basis o f  U( (S) as follows:
(1) For each self intersection of pick a loop going round thil 
intersection-cut-open in as shown in Fig (5.4)
(2) Do the same for V .
(3) For each ribbon intersection of F, pick a loop in S going through 
the two resulting clasps in S as shewn in Fig (5.5)
(4) Complete the basi.3 by picking a further n loops.
The rank of Hj(S) is read’ ly verified ss ?n+l, and the m/itrices 
A anJ A of the linking forms on S using this basis have the shape:
Fig (5.4). Call the surfaces so obtained V and V , then F -
x y
y
n*i n
r o
Gf *L
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where G is an (n+l)xn matrix over A and is the involution of A 
sending x to !/x and y to 1/y. By (3.7) the nullity of this matrix * 6(h)« 
Let g. c A be the determinant of the matrix obtained from G by deleting 
the i ' th row of G. Then the Alexander polynomial is 
A - hcf{gi .gj )  l i i J l n + , dot J ( l-K l/xy ) ) "2'1
using the fact that A is a unique factorisation domain to factorise the 
we see that hcf{g^ .g j}  «  h c f (g j ) .h c f ig , }  from which i t  follows 
that A 15 F (x,y ).F (x  ,y *) and K ( l , l )  I (by 3.8) proving (2.3) for 
ribbon links.
Choose one o f  the g. i* 0 and ca ll i t  g, then g(u>j »0>?) t  0 implies 
that a(Wj,u>,) «  0 (because of the shape oi the matrix) and the 
following lensna allows us to conclude that ■ 0 for all u>
5_.6 J.ctnma
I f  0 A g f. A and 7. “ {(toj.u^) C s ’ x S1 : gtojj.u,) -  0} 
l
then Lim .2 measure{z 0 { (uj’ ,w ') : |u»,—<*»* | + |u,-ui'| < 0}} *• 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 L
for all <•',><^ 2 •
Proof: Since g(x ,y ) e A, f (8 ,<|>) * g (e *J,e*^) is an analytic function
of 6,<f> c P. Expand f  about 9 j ,(f>  ^ as T. t (9-0 j ) r (iji-nt  ^) s . I f  b);f) + 0 
i 9 i(i'then g(c1Jl,e q2) i  0 and continuity of g gives the result. Otherwise
set d * minfr+s: b 1* 0} and define f(Q,<J>) “ L b  (9 -0 . )r iifc-<f.)1'
rs r+n-d 1
This is homogeneous and so the zeiocs of f are a fin ite  set of straight
lines thiough (C'j.dj). A simple arguement now establishes that the zeiocu
of f at 91 ,vi> j lying within a dintance of 6 are within on angular
distance of Ki from one o f the lines of zeroen of f (K a constant).
fhis proves the Tenant.
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5.7 Definition
Suppose L is .1 l irk  of n components in S? , a band b is a locally
flat embedding b ¡ ix i ----wi ti, b d yI) n b -  b ( lv3 f ) . The link
b * L - b ( l ' i l )  b (3lM) is naia to be obtain«*'! from 1, by a baud .aove.
A reference for the following is (T).
A band move is allowed i f  b ( Ix0) and b d ^ l )  ere contained in the same 
component. A link is ribbon i f  and only i f  i t  may be transformed using 
allowed band moves into a collection of unknocted circles separated from 
each other by disjoint 2-spheres. A band move between components k ( and 
kj where k? is an unknot separated from a ll  the other components of I by 
a .’ -sphere i ;  called band summing an unit not. A link is (strongly) slice 
i f  and only i f  after bondsumuiug some collection of unkoots i t  becomes 
a ribbon link. I f  there arc disjoint locally f la t  concordances from the 
components ot a link 1,^  to the components of a link T.j, then there is a 
link Lj obtainable from botn l.j and from ! t by kandsuimri ng imknots.
5.8_ Theorem
I f  there are locally f la t  disjoint concordances from the two
( ib is  cheoreti for n-component links is dm to Kawauchi and Nak jpaw , 
except for the signature part }
Trample
components cf I. to those of L', then :
6(1.) • B(l ' )
4 f f  14 ,F ' i '  for some F,F' f  i  with F(l ,1) - I " P ' ( I , I)
L L
Fror the above discussion i t  suffices to prove the theorem when I ' is 
obtained from l. by bandsumming an unknot onto one of the components of 
L. Cnoose a C-complex S for l, and a disjoint disc T spanning the uuknot 
U, such that (SoD) is transverse to int bH>I) and a l l  intersections 
between them arc of ribbon type. From the RC-complcx S y D u b ( T x i )  f >rm 
a C-complex S' for I.' by pushing along arcs and culting + cross joining 
se l f  intersections as before. I f  A,B are the. linking matrices of S usiug 
some basis of H^S), this basis may be extended to one ior H^S ') by 
licking one loop running round each pair of clasps arising from the 
ribbon intersections, and further loop? ironi the cross joined self 
intersections Us when dealing with ribbon links} making a total of n say, 
then a further n 'oops are required to complete the basis, 'the linking 
man ices A and b( for S’ using this basis are of the shape:
1 0 c 0
r
0 E ol
i D
* *
B. * p
* A
i
L0 * A . 0 * B.j
whi C,D,E,F are n*n matrices (over if).
Set y. - Lk(L ,L ) - LkfL '.L ’ ) ,  then hy (3.6 i i )  A . , (1,1) «  t. x y x y ij
thus i f  f i* 0 then F(x,y) ■ dettxyC ♦ D' - xC - yF') i  0. I f  however 
E «  0, ihen remove one of the clasps from S (and from S') this reduces 
A,B (and Aj.Bj) by a row and column and males l  - i ) ,  which by the 
previous srguement shows F(x,y) i  0. I t  follows that 
6(b) - B(L') -  nullityixyA + A' -  xB - yB '). i t  3(L) -  0 then:
AL, ix »V) * F (x ,y ).F (x  1,y *).AL(x,y) 
and F((i,j,^^) 4 0 implies that a(ujj,'J^,I.) - oft..j ,L’ )
which by (5.f>) implies that r(Wj,w^.L) ■ t (o>j ) foi all Wj.o,
thus proving (i>.8) when 3(1.) • 0.
This leaves the case R(L) • 1, define:
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N »  (l + O/xy)) (xyC + D' -x£ -yF')
M * ( l+(I/xy))(xyA + A' - xB -  yB')
M, "  (l+ (l/xy))(xyAj + Aj - xB, - yBj)
then
M1
0 N 0 !
N' ★ *
0 * 1
define »  A »  ( ¡ ( y) . Then nulliry(M) - I, and is  a PID sc there
is R e GL(A (y) ) having the sane size as M such that
Ril =>
1
therefore
RMR' i M, 01
< I
L - ° ~ iJ
and dot M,, 4 0. I t  follows that there is R ( e GL(A^^) vith
0 N| 0 I I
I |
N j * * 0
R M R' » 1 1 1 M„
-0-----
The ideal of A ^  generated by the (p-1) minors of Mj and that 
generated by the (p - l )  minors of R ^ R j  ate the. same and are 
generated by det .det Nj .det M^ . Thus.
A^t (x,y) • det Nj.det Nj .det M,.u for some unit u r. A  ^ j
also A^ix.y) * det M,.Uj for some unit Ujt A ^
and so A ^ ix . y )  / AL(x,y) - F^x.y).F^x.v).u, unit u? » u/iij
where l’ (x ,v) « det Nj. A unit in A ^  is o f the form xr f  ( (y) /g( (y) 
and by doing the above with A (x, in place of A^^ the s rne result is 
obtained, but with n unit in \ x )  of the form y*f,,(x)/M?(x ) .
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usinp that A is a unique factorisation domain to decompose all the 
factors into irieducibles, and comparing these expressions we get 
that: f_¿y) m f j  (y) . f | (y~ ')
? , (y )  e ] (v ) .g| (y~ ' )
f . ( x )  -  f ; ( x ) . f ^ ( x ~ ' )  
gj(x> g j(x ).g jCx *)
anu so A( , (x,v) »  F (x ,y ).F (x  ' , y  ' j .A ^ x .y )  up to units in A .
Define f (x ,v )  -■* det Nj.dct R( C A ^ j  then i  0 implies
o((0j .ü^,1.) »  <J(<x). ,u)_,L') which by (5.6) implies that
■ x(ujj ,»a , , L ' ) for a l l  Tais completes the proof
of (5.8) and (2.3) and (2.4).
5 9 Remark
There exist links L for which o((u,L) *• 0 for a l l  it but for which 
0<'j>. ,u ,,L) + 0 for  some ( *^2* ln'^ t'e<1 k i *  any ^nüt for which o(u>,k) f  0
for some u. , then n spl..t link L comprising of k and (-k) has
o(iii,L) - 0, and o(u, * c(u)( ,k) -  oiiii2,k).
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using that A is a unique factorisation domain to decompose a ll  the 
factors into irieducibles, and comparing these expressions we get 
that: f j ( y )  „  f | ( y ) . f j ( y  S
?|(y) g j (y )*g j (y _1)
f.;u )  -  f ; ( » ) , f i ( »  ' )
gj(x^ g ^ 31) ' )
anc so A( , (x ,v )  »  F (x ,y ).F (x  ' .y ' ) * \ (x ,y >  up to units in A .
Define f (x ,v )  -* dot Nj.det R( C A,v  ^ then f  Cto j , co^ ) 4 0 implies 
c((0j »  <J((i)j,u)#>.L ')  which by (5.6) implies that
“ t (o)j ,0), , L ' ) for a l l  Tliis completes the proof
of (5.8) and (2.3) and (2 .A).
5 9 Remark
Iherc cxist links L for which o(u,L) * 0 for a l l  U! but for which 
,u , ,L) 4 0 for some Indeed i f  k is any knot for which o(ui,k) 4 0
for some a. , then * spKt link L comprising of k and (-k) has
o(a.,1.) - 0, and o(oj( ■ c(u)( ,k) -  a(iu2,k).
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f 6__Interpretation of Polychrome signatures in terms of G-sigratures
The modern view of the knot signature o(u),k) tuns as fellows (V)
,(G p35). Given a Knot k in S3,push the interior of a Seifert surface V 
for k into the interior of . Form the p-fold cover X of B** branched 
over V. Then H^(X;C) has an automorphism " ,  of period p, and so decomposes 
into T~invarimit esgenspaces E*® E‘ ® . . .  ® F? corresponding to eigenvalues 
f/ »s1»• • • » i P where £ «  "3' p (t is the canonical automorphism in the
sens" of Si, chap 1). The Hermitian intersection pairing is an inner 
product wxth respect to which t is an isometry and the decomposition 
is orthogonal. One finds that
o . »  a (• |Er) * c ( l - £ r )(A - l  A’ ) j o(£r ,k)r/p
’where A is a Seifert matrix for V, ar.d 0 < r < p.
The automorphism x of X gives rise to a g-signature (Ad) as follows, 
x is an isometry o f U^(X;R) whiclt decomposes into x-invarianu subspnoes 
H ,H ,H( on which the intersection pairing is ♦ definite and zero 
respectively. Ihe g-signature arising from xr is 
c ( t r) • Trace(x' |H+  ^ - Trace(xr |H ).
The g-signaturc theorem says that for closed manifolds, 0(xr) depends 
only on the action of r‘ on the normal bundle of the fixed point set. 
Decomposing oath E into subspaces cn vhicn the intersection pairing is
l  definite and zero respectively, we see that
p-1
l  f,8TJ . for 0 < a < p
r«0 r/P "
o (-8)
The matrix \^r “ c Is non-singular, and so the equations nay be 
inverted expressing 0 in terms of g-signature3 c(x*).
I f  v f and V„ ure two Seifert surfaces for k,  then X, and have 
the same r-action on their boundary («cyclic cover of 33 brsnchtd over k) 
and so X, and X, may be glued aquivariantly along their boundary to 
produce a closed manifold Y. I f  r > 0 than xr acting on Y has fix* d
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point set Vj y , and the « e l f  intersection number of this surface in 
Y is aero, which by the g-signature theorem implies chat 0 ( t r ) ■ 0.
’'or r *= 0 the g-signature is just the ordinary signature of Y, which is 
zero, thus a l l  g-signaturea are zero. Equivariant Novikov additivity new 
implies that the g-signatures of X( and X, are a ]1 the same, and sc 
the eigenspace signatures (and so crfcr.k) ) do not depend on the Seifert 
surface chosen for k.
Now suppose that k is slice, then there is a smooth disc D properly 
embedded in B1“ with DD ™ k, Let X * B1*- D, then X is an homology c irc le , 
and so by a result o f  Milnor, X ,^ the p-fold cyclic cover of ^  branched 
over D, is a rational homology ball (for prime pi, hence ®r /p "  thus 
aiC*,k) ” 0 when £ is a p'th root of unity. Since these points are dense 
in the unit c irc le , x(u>,k) » 0 for a ll  u i f  k is s lice .
Following a suggestion of Casson and Lickorish, this view w il l  
now be applied to polychrome; signatures, resulting (eventually) in another 
proof o f their cobordism invariance. However this method of proof does 
not give the result on the Alexander polynomial. An advantage of thu 
present proof is that i t  aoplies to links in K-homology spheres, showing 
that signature vanishes for links wHtcH jUc«. In i»me. howul«^ ‘t-lro.ll
Suppose that S -  V u V is a C-complex for d link L in b3, push
a y
int(V ) and int(V ) into int(B*), this may be done so that V and V x y x y
are disjoint except ?t a finite, number of points, one for each clasp, 
where they intersect transversely. Tn the rest of this section we w il l
denote these isotoped versions by V and V . I f  A is a subcomplex ofx y
E1 ve write N'A) for a regular neighbourhood of A in B1 which meets
3b' regularly. Oefine N - N(V u V ) and X - cKB1*- N), by duality
x y
H, (X) s H2(Vx u Vy ,Lx w l y) * 2».
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U t y>:X -*-X be the Z cover of X (unbranehed), ano let x,y
be the generators of G, the group of covering automorphisms, determined
by the meridians of L ,L . There is also a branched covering p:Xb-'---- »B1*
x  y
with branch index r over V , and branch iudex s over V . G acts on
X  y  ’
X also. H„^X;C) decomposes under the G action into eigenspaces 
E ' "  Ex nEi  where is the e ’ a r^ eigenspace for x, ami Eb is
tlte c 8 nigen space for y. ^ (X ^ jC )  similarly decomposes, » r i t e
Ea,J(Xb l ) for this eigen space.
(6. !)  ProposltJojr
I f  0 < a < r and 0 < b < s, and u) «  e2tria/r „ c< rib/
x y
then 0(to ,<* ,L) -  CJ(* |ra,b(Xbr) )x y
The proof of this is deferred. I f  now r and s are opprime then C is 
ryr.lii', generated by (xyl, and the eigen space decomposition o f H,,(Xbr;C) 
may be re-written ® F.m where Pm is the eigen space of (xy) with 
eigen value \ ■ e ) .  Then, as in the knot case,
. rtt* I ..
o ((xy; ) ■ \ CjKct(- |ej > o < k < rs
j-®
and again this may be inverted to express the eigen space signatures
ns linear combinations o f  g-sigrutures a/(xy)^). Since t M , b  •  c m  for some ut
3 b
this also gives an expression fer C(4 ,4 ,1).
Suppose now that Sj and ^  a,e Cv0 C-cuinplexes for l. giving r ite
to y^r ar i X/ , then these can be glued equi variantly along their
bomdnry (■ branched cover of f 5, branched over 1. ,L ) t o  produce ax y
closed manifold Y . To apply the p-sip,nature rhecrem, we need to r , a
klook at the fixed point set of (:cy) , and to 'his end we have e closer 
look at the Z $ 7. covers involved.
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Define U ** V, u V„ 
x lx 2x U m v, u V„ y iy 2y v - s'
then the cover p: Y ------->Y factors
Y __ T-2---- — Pi------->Yrs r
where p. is an r-fold cyclic cover of Y branched over U , and p„ is an 
1 x r2
s-fold cyclic over of Yr branched ever p" (Uy) .  Now p , ' p j ’ (Uy) ----->-U
is a cyclic cover c f Uy branched over TJ^ n a fin ite  set of points, 
has tr iv ia l  normal bundle in Y so there is a nearby disjoint copy U'
of Uy in Y. Then pJ*(Uy) is disjoint from p^CUy), hence p_ l (C ') is 
disjoint from p * (TJ ) .
The fixed point sec of x°v'3 is;
0 ) Y i f a ■ b - 0rs
(2x) p ' V i f a >0, b * 0
(2y)
p”'< V i f b >0, a -  0
(3) p ' l(ux n l ’v) i f a,b > 0
For case (1 ), o ( (xy )° )  - o(Y ) * rso(Y) - 0. This follows fromis
(CGI) lemma 2.1, which implies that i f  N----- »N is an m-fold cyclic cover
of a closed 4-*>>anifold 1 branched over a closed surface F, and [ f]  • [fj “ 0 
then o(N) v mc(N>. The factorisation of p info two cyclic covers, each 
branched over lurfaces with ce lf  intersection number zero proves the 
assertion.
For case (2y), the g-signature theorem says that:
o (yh) • |p '(h'v ) ] J co*sc*(.Wb/s)
which is ;<*io because the se l f  intersection number of p 1 (1^) is aero by 
the picviouN discussion. Similarly for (2x).
Fo* (2) the fixed point set is a fin ite  set. of points. The action 
on the norms! bundle of a fixed point splits into a product of two actions 
each of which is a rotation about the centre of u 2*disc. The contribution 
to the g-si gnat ores of each fixed point in -> ot(0 ^ /2)cot (9^/2) where 
0^  and £ are the angles of rotation in the two disc». Now each point
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Define l) = V, y V_ 
x lx 2x U - V, t v„ y iy 2y
then the cover p: Y ------->Y factors
Y ---Ü2---- -PY
rs r
where p is an r - fd d  cyclic cover of Y branched over U , and p„ is an 
1 x 2
-1,s-fold cyclic over of Yr branched ever p ( (Uy) .  Now P, Pj (l'y) -----
is a cyclic cover cf U branched over V n U a f in i te  set of points.
T  X  y
1, has crivial normal bundle in Y so there is a nearby disjoint copy l!'
of Vy in i .  Then is disjoint from p; (U ) ,  hence p_ l (U') is
disjoint from p (11^ )
The fixed point set of c bx y is
O ) Y i f a ■ b ■*rs
(2x) p ' V i f a >0, h
<2y)
p“ ' < y i f b >0, a
Ci) p ' l ( W i f a,b > 0
For case (1 ), o(<xy)^) » 0(Y ) * rso (Y) rs
(CGI) lemma 2.1, which inplies that i f N---- -<+
of a closed 4-manifold 1 branched over a closed surface F, and [ fJ • [fj »  0 
then o(li) «  mc(N>. The factorisation o f p into two cyclic covers, each 
banchcd over lurfaccs with eel f intersection number zero proves the 
assertion.
For case (2y), the g-siynature theorem says that:
bv _ ro(y ) ■ p^ (U ) |2 eossc*(irb/s)
- I ,which is i.ero because the se lf  intersection number o f  p (U^) Is aero by 
the previous discussion. Similarly for (2x).
For (3) the fixed point set is a f in ite  set o f points. The action 
on the normal bundle of u fixed point sp lits  into a product of two actions 
each of which is a rotation about the centre of a 2-disc. The contribution 
to the g-sigun tores of each fixed point in -< ot(9j/2)cot(02/2) where 
0^  and Cj, are the angles of rotation in the two discs. Now each point
A
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° f  l\.n U has a sign determined by orientations, and the contribution 
to {¡-signature from oppositely orienied points cancel out. However 
!>rxl * !.UyJ “ 0, so that n il the ter:us cancel out.
This establishes tint the g-signature« of Y a l l  vanish. Eqiiivuriant 
Novikov additivity i ta l ics  that the g-signatures of Xbr and Xbr are the 
sane, and sc j(X  ,£ ,L) does not depend on the C-complex chosen. Such 
points are dense in f^xS' and so T(u)j »(^»L) is an invariant of L for 
a ll  Now suppose that L is ^strongly) slice:
(6. 2) Proposition
I f  D a.id 0 are disjoint smooth discs in B" , and Xbr is the
* / q,q
Zo ** Zn cowr of E* branched over D and D with index q and i f  q is 
1  x  y
a prime, then H,(Xl r  ;Q) - 0
■he proof of this is deferred. I t  follows from (6. 1) that afaij.fOj.t) *» 0 
when <e anc m,. are q ’ th roots of unity other than unity.Since these, 
points are dense in S’ xS1 i t  follows that Tfuij.Wj.L) * 0 for nil wj ,u, 
i f  I. is slice. With i  b it  more work one car show that t is an invariant 
of the cohordisn class of L. We must now prove (6. 1) and (6.2) .
(6. 3) Lemma
The map induced by inclusion H^(X;C)----- 4l,,fXb' ;C) is an
isomorphism of eigen spaces E ’ when 0 < a < r and 0 < b < s.
Proof: Define N ■ N(V ) N - p"'(N )x x x r x
M - V(V ) N - p*' (N )
y  y  y * y
N "  p ’ (N)
the Mayer Viatoris sequence for K,X (coefficients 1) is  :
-  - * 2 (N) *  ll2 (X )-------412(Xb r) --------*H,(8N)------ -*H,(N) •  Hj (X)---- <
ICI
now N - N^u Nv joined alun« p“ \ n (Vv o V , ) )  which ia a collection
5 ) 
y
* y "  • ' ' x • y'
of 4-balls, thus ri2(Nx) ff HjiN — --*H2(N) under inclusion. The
covering p:fj-------*-N factorsx x ?2
N ----------x J— 1H
where Pj is ¡n s-fold cover branched ovei (V^n N^). Using the transverbality 
of V and V , this cover is  BJ*p‘ 1 (V ) ----- *B2*V , and P.|v is a
r  x
branched cover of V _ branched over V p V . p* is an r-fold cover of Ns x x y 2. x
branched over Pj*(V ' with branch index r. I t  is now clear that
^  / ** 1 <V M
Nx 3 B‘ *p (Vx) and x acts on Nx by rotation o f  the B factor through 
2ir/r. Thus xA ■ id : so the only non-zero eigen
spaces of H.(N ) are K°’ *\ Simiicx remarks apply to H,(N ) which hasc x / y
, _a,oonly E ejpen spares uou-7pro.
The. proof of. the lemma will be complete i f  the f 0lle<oi.o  ^ claim can Ire
Claim: the only non-zero eigen spaces of ker { i . :H . (?N )----- ►!1,(N)}are
n*’ 0 and F°’ b.
Define Q • N n ?N
Q »  N P 3N
y y
Qx -  P~'(QX)
Qy “ p‘ ‘ (Qy)
■t ~ X • , . -  Ithen N ■ Q l/ joined rlong 2-tor ii ,  one for each point of p fV^n Vy) 
Consider the cowmufativ'« diurram below, whose rows are Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences, and the vertical maps are induced by inclusions
W  * HI (V
h — 1^, (SN) - 0<V V
4 L*
H,(Nx) © II, (Ny) ------ ,(N) d.(N n N ) C x y
k  ^ is an isomorphism because each component of (N n N ) n 3n is a single
2-torus component of Q n Q . Thus ker i^ Im j v.x y
The same reworks apply to the covering p:Qi{* ' an to N -----*NX X X
so that x. ■ id : H (Ô )■s  *  X
completing the proof.
H (Q ) »  which eatabllahee the claim,
* X
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We proceed to calculate o(*|Ea,b(X)) for 0 < a < r, 0 s 1i < s, which
by the lcmna is also o(* ¡E*,b(Xbr) )  . { c f  (CGI) end of proof oi 3.1}
i®f (reap M ) be the track of the isotopy used to push V (rasp V )
/ x y
into BH , we mav assume that M and M are transverse. Then p '(M uM )
x y v x y
separates \ into components each of which is C * clvB1* - N(M u M ) )  £ B1*
x y
Define J = cl(M -  N(M o V ) )  s m X x x y x
J - cl(M - N(M o M ) )  2 M y y x y "  y
i here we assume and M chosen to have the simplest intersection round 
clasps }  then DC contains two copies of J and two copies
of J . Label the l i f t s  o f  C as C1*^  0 <_ i < r 0 <_ j < s then
_+ i . i  - i+ l- i  ♦ i i , , ,
is  joined
no J in C* ’ • +l
x y
. Now inclA: H.(J ) ,  II, (.1 ) ----- Hl.(C) are ser>, soy - * 1 x * 1 ‘ y ' “ I
giver, a l-cycle Q on S, define 2-chains (by caking a rone from a point
in int(C) to a ) a ,a +,a+ ,s* ' e C2(C) with fta ■ i__a etc.
I f ( a }  C H( (Vv) define 
{a } c define
{a } r H|(S) define
f  (a) ■ xa -  ax
^  (a) « ya - a*
'¡(a)
— ♦+ -+ +- 
xys + a - xa -  ya
Then i f  {a . }  is a basis of H.(V ) anil {0 . }  is a basis of H.(V ) i I x j I >
A
and (Vj } is a basis of <?Hn(eS) then i t  cm be shown that (by a Msyer 
Vietoric argument) the following is a C [Z^  J basis of 1?2(X;C) 
i f  (a .) , ’K (B . ) . f (y .
a i  y j  k
Define - e*'Tllfl/r ( and given {y } eH( (S)
* u<Y>u,b u*0 v«0 X y
( f . /»> Lemma
I f  0 < a < r, 0 < b < s, then { f i>b(ai ) , t i f b (ej ) , f i i b (Yk) i
is n basi s of K'l,b (X ).
10 i
Proof: Let <CO denote the C[g] submodule of H; O0 generated by a. 
We cl.iin Ji.it:
E1,bn <Y (cO > «■ <V L(u) >X 3|b for fa } e H}
To see this, we h.ive dim  ^ Jri <'i' (^oi)> »  i, end is generated by
l  l  i ; . t 7 . xV y a )
u-o v- o x y x
now ’i'(tt) - v ^ (a )  - V (n) (recall i  _a * i _ +cx , i ++ot »  i + a ) 
and so:
♦ h(a)a,b / l  “ W * V < t f _ < 0> -  V (a ) )u-C v-0 x y x x
<wv” 5>- t  l  w“ . ^ . x l‘y >  (a) 
y u-n v-o 5 x
thus provided (w - ll 0 ».lie claim is established. A similar result 
nolds for >. and y interchanged. Thi3 establishes the lemma.
u Ji %
We can now describe the intersection pairing on E 9 (X).
d , b a , b
■ l 1 • l l wk .w*.xI‘yt i'(0)
i-0 j-0 x v k-0 i-0  y
i ,k -0 j , e - 0  x y
since x and y are isoroetrit'i of • , i t  suffices to calculate 
¥(a)*x^yT(0) o <  i  < r, o< j  < »
l i e f e r  to Fig (3.S), of proof of (.4.2) chap 1 foi the following}
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Y(a)»jiI y-’ 'i'(fJ)
* 0 | i  | > ! or |j| > 1
Lk(i__a ,3) i  * j  “ 1
-U (i__u .f i )  - Lk(i_+a,B) i  -  1 , j  0
U i( i_+« ,8 ) i  » ! . , j  “  “ 1
-Lk ( i+_u,B) -  I.k(i__a,tf) i  - 0 , j  -  1
LW(i__a ,8) + Lk(i_^a,6) Lk(i+_a,p) + I,k(i++a,£) i  «- j - 0
-Lk (i+4a,e ) - Lk(i_+a,B) i  - 0 , j  — 1
Lk(i+_a,8) i  *■ -1 . j  -  1
-bk ( i+_ci,B) -  I k ( i ++a,B) i »  -1 . j  -  o
Lk ( i++a,3) i  • j “ -1
I.et A.B be the linking matrices for V u V with respect to the basisx y
{ a . }  o f Hj(S), then
Y . (a . )*Ya Art ) a,b i a,o j
« id is A . . * is (A . . B ..) ♦ to to b , . x y i j  x i j  i i x y i j -to < B *. f  A. .) ♦y >j
(A . . * A ! . + B .. 
IJ i j  i j
-w (A! . + B. .) + is to K! .  - to (B!. y l ]  l j  x y ij  x l j + A ! .) ♦ id to A ! . i j  x y i j
i j
A . . fui a> -  o> -  ü> 1) * A l . (is to -  ts - u> ♦ I) 
i j x y x y  l j x y  x y
+B. , ( “ <o ♦ to (s * I - is ) + C! .(-to + 1 ♦ to to.* ■“ is ) i j  x x y y i j  x x y y
sot X “ (is - 1)(«i ■ 1)* giving:x y
» \K. . *  TV.. - ”  XB.. - u Tb! . 
i j  ij y ij y i j
-  I (  < X A ) A } j  ♦ A ! j  -  wy ( X / X ) B ^ j  -
now X/> ■ <s m so this gives:x y
■ I (u  U A. . ♦ A! . - to) B. . -  to) BI .) 
x y i j  i ]  X i j  y i j
from which it is seen that 0(.*lEa,b) -  C(ts ,0) ,L) proviu? (6.1).a y
(p . 5) Lemma
Suppose that H^ (X;2? )^ =» 0 for r > 1, where X is a f in ite  complex
Proof : by chi (3.A) the'‘e i:; an exact sequence with 2 coefficients
Hr (X) = 0 fot r > 1, hence t „ - l  is injective for r«-l and an autoinorphism 
for r > ' .  The corresponding exact sequence for the infinte cyclic cover 
X-----is
is injective for r * i , and an automorphism for r > 1. Hence H (X ) ■ 0
is the 2 9 7  cover ot S' branched over S and S , then q q x y
Proof: Let N be a ropulei neighbourhood in s'1 of S^u Sv< X ■ c lfS1- N) 
then bv duality in S1* , H j (X ;/ l «  17 and ■ 0 for r > I.
The Z 0 7 cover X tuub'-anched) factors into two q-fnld cyclic covers
q q o.q
and applying tl lenriH tc each of these covers in turn gives
1! (X .7 ) 0 for r > I. By Universal coeffic ient», this implies
r q.q q
H (X ;f>) ■ 0 for r > I. Lot p:5Tr-----  ♦c" be the branched cover,
and q is a prime. I f  p:X----- *-X is an infinite cyclic covering, and
X is the correspoi ling q-fold cyclic coveting then:
H (X ;Z  ) »  0 for r > 1 r q q
q
Now (tj| - 1) »  ( t *  - 1)'! over l r (use here that q is prime), and this
'l
r q
for r > I, completing the proof.
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* „ ro u xfl n U P ' (fO joined along 8X to 3p” * (N) ” >M 'l.M q,q
The Mayer Vietorie sequence for this (coefficients 0) is
— - v * , . , ’ » v » ' 1« » — - v * * , ’ — v 8iw
Nov p '(N) -  copies of , hence H-(3p 1(N))
we w ill  now show that i .  is in jective, and so H„(X ) ----- ►H_(XDI )
—*U2(p- * (Nj) .
,br
- q.q q.q
is surjective, which proves the lemma. From the exact sequence, of
X ana 8X (coefficients U ):
q.q q.q
-Hi„(X ,3X ) ----- HI. Ox ) —
2 q,q q.q l q.q Hi. (X )i q.q
the f irs t  term is ¿-.»si to H.(X ) and so is zer , thus i . is in jective
2 q,q *
as asserted, completing, the proof.
Proof of (6.2). Form the double of X (which is a cover of B1* branched
q.q
over two discs) or.d apply the precr.<knj result, M^yer Vietoris now 
* ' hrimplies that 11»(X’ ;•)) ™ 0 as required.
q.q
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£7 Applications
The results of ¡S3 and §5 are used in some simple applications 
mostly arising from the allocation of a definite sign to the Alexander 
polynomial and stated by Conway in (C). In this section the Alexander 
polynomial o f a link w ill  be used in the classical seuse, so that i t
vanishes for  3(1.) > 0.
7.1 Dof in i t ion
Suppose a knot k is formed from two oriented tangles a and b, then 
the knot k' obtained by ro ating the tangle o about an « u  e-rtkojonai to iU paper 
through an angle of n and then connecting to a is called a mutation 
of k. The string orientations must natch up before and after.
( the L in the tangle 3hows the orientation )
7.2 Proposition
I f  a knot k.' ie a mutant of a knot k, then k and k' have S-equivalent 
Seifert matrices (in the sense of Trotter).
Remark: this answers a question of Conway. Thus the classical invariants 
derived from the Seifert matrix cannot distinguish mutants.
Proof: by (3.5) there exists a Seifert surface for k which meetr. the 
2-sphere round the b tangle in two arcs 1-2 and 3-4. Thus the surface 
outside the tangles m.iy be assumed to bn:
Surface S for k Surface S' for k'
a
I
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A surface S' ¿or k' is obtuined by cutting along the dotted line the
surface S, rotating end glueing. Choose a basis of Uj(S) such that only
one representative,0t traverses the -lotted line as shown. Let ® ....... ai 2 r
represent a basis of H. (surface inside tangle b) and a ,,...,01 1 o '  r+i n
represent a basis of H,(surface inside tangle a ). Thenia.} , i s 
a basis or P ( (S). Let be f he naturally corresponding basis
for Hf (S’ ) . I f  A and B are the Seifert matrices for k and k' respectively
then
A. . *
tj
-B .,i J1 i f  i  - 1 and 1 < j < r
or j  * 1 ana 1 < i L  r
A. . “ B. . otherwi se
i j
perform the change of basis for H,(S ')
b. -‘|-3i  I < i  < r
1.8^  otherwise
then with respect to the now ba*is, the Seifert matrices are. identical, 
completing the proof.
7.3 Normal ruing the Alexander polynomial
I f  a knot has Seifert surface V, and a Seifert matrix A, then 
det (tA 'A ')  is independent. 0  ^ the surface chosen to within multiplication 
by +tn. This may be proved hy using the known relation (algebraic 
S-aquivalence, ie matrix enlargements of a certian type) between different 
Seifert matrices for a knot. Another view is as follows.
The potential function for k is V(t) * dof(tA-t *A ' ) t where 
A Is u Seifert mr.trlx for k, then V(t) <■ "7{t *) and so V(t) is certainly 
defined up to multiplication by *1. I t  is known that 1 ■ signature(A+A') 
i„- an invariant of k. Hence
i n,7(i) k 7 ( j )  * 1 mod 2, whale n 1« the number of rows of A, and so
i n7( l )  > 0 IFF C -  n * 0 mod 4, Hence 7(1) >0  TFF O *  0 mod « ,
Thus V Las a well defined sign. 'in  fart ^(1) » I , becauso A-A' ha--
iletm ifnanr *) }
!0'J
Tumidi* now to a link L (of two components), define the potential 
function of L to be :
V(x,y) * (-1)  ^ (x-1 /y) 8(y-l/y ) hdet(xyA +(l/xy)A' -(x/y)B -  (y/x)B')
where I  ■> Lk(T. ,L ) g «  2genus(V )
* > x
k » no. of clasps h •* 2gonus(Vv)
Then 7(x,y) •fxry5i (x i >y2) ,  and V(x,v) -  rv(x“ \ y " 1) ,  and so V is 
certainly defined up to sign. It was proved in 85 that C is no invariant 
of t ifo r  suitable fi)j,u>2 }. Choose • rj , w., -  y.* such that 
^ ( * 1 »*^)  ^ 0 (ie A Cot1, »^2 )  ^ ^ )• ^et u k® the number of rows of A, then:
a -  signature(z^ + z ^ H z ^ A  + z ] z?A' -  ZjZyl -  z ^ B ' )  
and:
(-1) 'k-f' ^ )/2(z ,z2 r z ,z2) n( z ) - z 1) g(z2- ~2) h7 (z ] ,z2) > 0
IFF o -  n * 0 mod 4.
g nnd h are even, and n ■» g+h-»-(k-1) and V u f. uod 2 so this becomes
— -  P +  J
(ZjZ2 + ZjZ,) ViZj.Zj) > 0 IFF (J a ¿+1 rood A
thus V has a well defined sign, in fact we show that 7(1,1) * f,.
Ke-phrusing the proof of (3.6 i i )  in terms of V instead of A shows that
det(xM + ( l/x )V ) depends only on C , not on the particular link, and
evaluating at x»! fo~ a simple link given (-1) (see A.7)
7 A Proposition
A(:.,y) * ( - l ) * KfV+ )/2(x-l) p(y - l )  *det(xyA + A' -  xB -  yD')
T* Sia defined up to multiplication by +x y , end A ( l , l )  ■ A.
In the rest of this section, A(x,y) wilt Lr defined by (7.4), and ” 
will mean equal up to multiplication by x‘ yB* As Conway points out, there 
an no..-trivial consequences of a sign for the Alexander polynomial.
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A surface S' for k' is obtuined by cutting along the dotted line the
surface S, rotating and glueing. Choose a basis of Hj(S) such that only
one representative,ot , traverses the dotted line as shown. Let
i 2 r
represent a basis of H,(surface inside tangle b) and a a
1 ® r+1 n
represent a basis of H.(surface inside tangle a ).  Then{ct.},„. . is 
a basis of P ( (S). Let be th* naturally corresponding basis
for Hj(S ’ ) .  I f  A and B are the Seifert matrices for k and k' respectively 
then
A.j * -B. j i f  i  »  1 and 1 < j  £  r
or j «  1 and 1 < i  £  r
A .. «  B .. otherwise.i j  i j
perform the change of basis for H,(S ')
b. M-S. 1 < i  < r
r | 1
tfi  ^ otherwise
then ¿ith reapert to the now basis, the Seifert matrices art. identical, 
completing the proof.
7.3 Normalising die Alexander polynomial
I f  a knot has Seifert surface V, and a Seifert matrix A, Mien 
det(tA-A ') is independent of the surface chosen to within multiplication 
by +tn. This may be proved by using the known relation (algebraic 
S-equivalence, ie matrix enlargements of a certian type) between different 
Seifert n.atrirer for a knot. Anothet view is as follows.
The potential function for k is V(t) »  det(tA~t ' a ' ) ,  where 
A is u Seifert matrix for k, then V(t) ■ 7(t S  and so V(t) is certainly 
defined up to multiplication by *1. f t  it  known that i  * signature(A+A') 
ia an invariant of k. Hence
i n,7(i) k 7(1) % ] iaoj  2, whale n is the number of rows of A, and so
i n7 f i )  > 0 IFF <7 ► n * 0 mod 4, Hence 7(1) > 0  TFF <7*0 isod 4,
A
Thus V has a well defined sign. *In fart 7(1) » I , berauau A-A' has
defotilnant *l }
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Turning nov to a link L (of two components), define the potential 
function of L to be :
r-'(x,y) *= (-1) k 2^ ^ ( x-l/y) 8(y-l/y) hdet(xyA +(!/xy)A’ -(x/y)B - (yZx)B') 
where l  -  11(1 L )  g -  2genua(V )
* J X
k "  no. of clasps h J 2genus(V^)
Tlien 7(x,y) - lx Ty8A(x2,y2) , and V(x,v) - \(x” ' , y " ' ) , nnd so V is 
certainly defined up to sign. It  was proved in that C is an invariant 
of t f f o r  suitable fSj.to,, )• Choose * :’ 2 , w,, »  z2 such that 
^ 2l ,z z ' / 0 ( ie  A(ui,,id2) 4 0 ) .  Let u he the number of rows o f  A, then:
a »  signature(ZjZ2 + z ^ H a ^ A  + z ,z?A' - z ^ B  -  z ^ B ' )
and!
( - 1) (k+f+2) /2(ZjZ2 + z , z ?) n( z ( -  Zj) 8( z2- ~2) h7(zJ 
IFF o ~ n * 0 mod 4.
g and h are even, and n -» g+h-»-(k-1) and k a ?.
,z2) > 0
mod 2 so this becomes
(2|Z- + Z|Z0)^ *V(Zj,z2) > C IFF 0 a £+1 rood 4
thus V has a well defined sign, in fact we show that 7(1,1) * f..
F*-phrusing the proof of (3.6 i i )  in terms of V instead of A shows that
det(xM + (|/x)M') depends only on C. , not on the particular link, and
. . . (V+2.+2) / °evaluating at x ' l  for a simple link gives (-1) (see 4.7)
7_4 Proposition
A(:;,y) * (-1) iK+y'+‘ ^ 2(x - I )  r (y - I )  *det(xyA + A* -  xB - yE’ )
1” sia defined up to multiplication by +x y , end A ( l , l )  * l .
In the rest of this section, A(x,y) w il l  Lp defined by (7.4 ), and ■ 
w i l l  mean equal up to multiplication by xryB. As Conway points out, there 
an non-trivial consequences of a sign for the Alexander polynomial.
1.5. Definition
Uie I ’ nk (or krot) obtained from a Jink L by reversing the orientation
°* !> ( ie  by changing crossovers and reversing string or ien ta t ion ) is
denoted by -L. I f  1 «  -L, then L is called amphieheiraJ. The link
obtained from L by reversing the orientation of the x string is denoted
L .
-x
1 10
2_._6_ Theorem
•* */\_L(x,y) and o(<o,,u),,L) -  -o(Wj ,w2>-I.)
so i {  L i arophiceiral, A, » 0 and c ■ 0 for a ll to .L 1 2
(The polynomial, part is stated in (C) )
Proof: I f  A,B are. the linking matrices for L, are linking
Matrices for -L, giving the signature result. (xyA + A' -xB - yB') 
for 1 becomes -(:ryA + A' -xB ->B'> ’ for -L. The number of rows of A 
is g+h+U-l h £-1 mod 2, and since g h k are the same for I. and -1, 
but t. is multiplied by -1, A  ^ * (-1 ) (-1) A_j , completing the proof.
7. / Tneorem
Aj (x,y) * Aj ( x, 1 /y) and a((jj -  0(U)j . (-1 )* ’"’*
Vrool: H  A,3 are linking matrices for L, then H,A are the corrajpondin.«,
ona* lot L . The result follows ensil.y.
-y
7 f! Proposition
i V ,V are anv Seifert surfaces for the components L ,L x y x ’ y
of I ,  and 1 is the geometric number of intersections of L with V then
y *
i £ IxGjpWj.t) I “ 2ig<nua(\M * genus(V ) }  + I - 6(L) for e l l  u>|tw2
Proof: Position L so that it. intersects V i times, and isotope they x
Seifert surface V for L to be transverse to L keeping dV fixed.y y r. r ° y
The resulting 2-complex V y V has at most t clasps, the reminingx y
intersections are c ircles or of ribbon type. Push in along arcs to 
convert a l l  circles to ribbon type, of which there are now N say. Itien 
push in along arcs to convert each ribbon into two clasps. In the proof 
of cobordism invariance of a in 55, i t  ¿as shown how to pick a basis of 
M|(S) with one loop going round each ribbon intersection, cnll these 
( “ i W -  Then the linking forms vanish on the space spanned by these 
and so.
' T(tOj ,o>2»D  ! size of A + nullitv(xyA + A* -  xB - yB') -  2N
* 2N + \ -  t + 2genu3(V ) + 2genus(V ) + 8(L) -  2Nx y
giving the result.
7.5_Ident i t i es between Alexander polynomials
These results have been proved hy Conway (although the proofs have 
not been published). His method of proof, T understand, is to use the 
Mirtinger presi ntatior of the fundamental group, and associate each 
generator (arising from au arc) with the crossing to which i t  points 
(using the string orientation). This association is preserved through 
the free differentia l calculus, so that the presentation matrix M for 
ir"/ir' behaves like a Quadratic torrn under change of basis. This approach 
has been used by Rear ton (Vea) to produce the signature invariants of 
Milnor (M i l ) .  The proofs which follow arise l>y using related Seifert 
surfaces for related knots and links. In what follows Seifert surfaces 
will b • used which are specified on the outside of various tangles^ This 
is ju s t i f ied  by use of (3.5),
Proof: Position L so that it. intersects V i times, and isotope the
Seifert surface for to be transverse to keeping c*V fixed.
The resulting 2-complex V WV has at most i clasps, the remainingx y
intersections are circles or of ribbon type. Push in along arcs to 
convert a l l  c ircles to ribbon type, of which there are now N say. ?hen 
push in along arcs to convert each, ribbon into two clasps. In the proof 
of cobordism invariance of a in 55, i t  was shown how to pick a basis of 
H (S )  with one loop going round each ribbon intersection, ca ll these 
' V l < i < V  Then t ‘le 1 it.king forms vanish on the space spanned by these 
and so.
, oj2, L )  ! <% size of A + nullity(xyA + A '  -  xB - yB') -  2K
* 2N + i - 1 + 2genus(V ) + 2genus(V ) + 8(L) -  2N x y
giving the re su lt .
7.9_Identities between Alexander polynomials
i'he*c results h ive been proved by Conway (although the proofs have 
not been published). His method of proof, I understand, is to use the 
Wirtinger presentation of the fundamental group, and associate each 
generator (arising from an arc) with the crossing to which i t  points 
(using the string orientation). This association is preserved through 
the free d ifferentia l calculus, so that the presentation matrix M tor 
it"At' behaves like a quadratic torm under change of basis, 'this approach 
has been used by Kearton (fea) to produce the signature invariants of 
Milnor (M il).  The proofs which follow arise by using related Seifert 
surfaces (or related knots and links. In what follows Seifert surfaces 
will be used which arc specified on the outside of various tangles. This 
is justif ied by une of (3.5),
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suppose ( a knot or link) becomes k+ and k by replacement using the 
tangles shown. Surfaces are chosen which are identical outside the tangle 
depicted, and .nside are ts shown. I f  A is  a Seifert matrix for then
n - V  - 1
V' A
I
r.-i - y  
I
V' A
are Seifert matrices for k+ and k_, from which i t  follows (on expanding
determinants):
(x - ( !/ x »V  - V -  V
K0 K+ -
(Kauffman has also given this proof in (K) ) .
Suppose that. !.( p yields L++ and L__ or replacing the tangle shown 
as depicted. A C-complex for may be chosen so that one for L++
and arisen by adding one extra clasp as shown. Lqq has linking 
matrices A,B say, with linking number l  and k clasps, then
has
r 0 — p j - "0
1
I
.Yi
A !
h ;
B
>143
"-1
I
_■ ’ 0
i u « — 1
1 A 1 B i
Li
i J
k*l clasps, Unking number ¿-I
k+1 clasps, linking number fc*l
; i 3
on expanding determinants, and remembering the bign for V , gives:
V. + V «  (xy -  0/xy))7 
J+ f  - -  L00
which is  the second identity.
7.10 An idei . t i ty for Pol vch rome pigna Lure
The following observation is due to Conway. We saw e a r l ie r  that 
?(wj,u)*) a i+l mod U IFF ( t i )^  + W jW j**1 V(u), ,u>,) > 0 
and in any case 0 s £•*■! mod 2, and
|T<wj,to*,L00) -  t (clJ,oj*,L++)| < 1 .
These two faces enable a to be computed from a knowledge of c
l,++ Loo
and the potential functions involved. Polychrome signatures may thus 
bf. calculated in practise by pulling apart clasps one at a time, until 
a bp li l  link is obtained, tor wr.ich the signature splits into ordinary 
knot signatures.Ie
Oiu>lt<D2,L) - '7(h),.Lx) + 0(w2,Ly) for a split link.
n't
§8 Further Remarks and Problems
I) ft would oc nice to have a proof of (2.3) and (2.4) on the polynomial 
and signature of a slice link based on Levine's proof of the null 
ccbordanca of a Seifert matrix for a slice knot. I do not know 
i f  i f  is the case that for any C-comnlex o f a slice link there 
is an (n+1) dimensional subspace of Hj(S) (dimension »  P.n+I) on 
whicu a and £ vanish, i f  true this would seem to be stronger than 
present results.
/) I t  seems that i f  tjj »  1 » U'5 then o(u)j ,U)?.,l) is closely related 
to o(to,L') where L' is obtained from L by replacing L and 1, by
* y
cable knots (pr links) around them, and « N  - I.
r) Ate the Torres ti nditions su ffic ient when both components are 
unknotted ?• y>s i f  |A| <2 where A is linking number.
4) For links of more than two comoonentc, Seifert surfaces lay be 
chosen so that, all intersections are clasps (no triple points) 
so f o r i components there arc n!/2 possible ways of pushing a 
cycle o f f  the C-complex. This makes the approach less manageable.
5) By using the Isotopy lemma, i t  is  possible to characterise 
'S-oquivalence' of matrix oeirs algebraically.
6) C-coniplexes and their signatures can b** handled in the generality 
o f chapter I.
AS
B
Bla
C
CGI
CC2
Cil
II
Rau
Kaw
Raw.’
Ke
L
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